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T1I1SIOOK
11lis is the January 2009 edition of m}' 'Axial Flux
\"indmill plans'. This Recipe Book (first edition in
2008, sequel to the 2005 edition 'How to build a Wind
turbine') is all new. and much better structured than
the 2005 book, with complete details of how to build
six different sizes of turbine choosing between four or
mOf'e'voltages.

There are several sections of general interest, but most
of the book is very specific to Ule stages of
constmction, and has dimensions for each size of
turbine tabulated alongside diagrams and text. At the
back you willlind a set of basic drawings of the four
main types of head for the turbines.

It is Quite likely that I will continue to update this
document for a while and you can find details of
corrections and e",'tra material at
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The title page shows the general arrangement of the
1800 - 3000 metre diameter turbines.
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little innuence for most of the time, because full rated
power is only available in stronger winds. The rest of
the time the power output is limited by the wind and
by the size of the rotor.

There is pknty of srope for hurting yoursclf or others
"hen building And operating small wind turbines. You
follow these guidelines nt your own risk! Iam not
going to fill this manual with nil the snfety notices and
disclnimcrs that make mnny manuals unreadAble. But
1will point out the main hRznrdS up fronl.

In mye.xperience, most people hurt their fingers when
hnndling magnets. In some cases I hear that they lose
tingcrs. Treat the magnets with respect and never
lenve magnet or magnet rotors lying around loo e.

\\'car protective clothing where it helps safety - fol'
e.xomple when grinding metal you should always lIse
eye protection. All workshop activities have a degree
ofdanger if conducted carelessly or with ignorance.
Tnkc care to learn how to use your tools.

Batteries are particularly hawrdous items. They can
deHvcr a lot of energy in the event of nshort-circuit,
causing bums or fires. They contain e:\1>losive gasses
that can spatter acid in your eyes if ignited by a spark.
They contain lead that is a persistent toxin and a
backbreaking weight to lift.

Erecting towers can be deceptively lri 1..')' and many
people have dropped \\;nd turbines from a height in
the attempt. Needing a n w set of blades would be a
setback, but nothing compared to crushing a child.
Keep everyone out of the fall zone, and pa attention
all the time. Do not erect a wind turbine tower in a
public area where people congregate beneaUl it.

Battery-charging wind turbines do not generally create
any risk of electric shock, but bear in mind that whenthe are running fast and not connected to a battery
the voltage they produce is much higher than nominal
battery voltage. Dangerous voltages cnn arise in
exceptional conditions (especially ,,;th 48-voll
systems), so it is best to keep junction boxes closed.

Howbigl
The amount of energy that you will get from the
turbine depends mostly on two things: the diameter of
the blade rotor, aud the exposure to good winds. The
power rating of the alternator in watts aClually has vel)'

I have included a very rough estimate of the cost of
materials in the table as well. Much will depend on
how yOll buy things, what the shipping cost is, whether
you can re-use some discarded materials such as steel
pipcs or timber. There is a list of useful suppliers at
the back of this book. Also a glossa'1' of terms.

Cost is less significant than the time it takes to
complete a project like this. You are likely to be at it
for weeks rather than days. I recommend building a
small one first so as to get experience and also so as to
get a final result beforeyoll run out of enthusiasm. It
is hard to describe the feeling you will get when it
starts to produce power.

Di.ag,rao1 of a snlull wind sysMllil
3-phase AC power from the wind turbine is converted
to DC power by a reclifier. (Only onc DC wire is shown
to simplify this diagram but rou need two.) In most
cases the DC is then made into single phase AC power
(normal household electricity).

WIND RECfIFIER
TURBINE

LOAD
CONTROLLER

BATIERlBS

DC POWER
AND BATrERY

DUMP FUSES
LOAD(S)

DUMP INVERTER
LOADS

PREVENT
EXCESSIvE ACPOWER
VOL.TAGE •

·ON-DEMAND- lJl1UWGRlD
LOADS

Estimated monthlv en er ' oroduction at different mean winds. eeds
nlrbiw:
~iam t rmm 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

Power ratin 200W 350 W 700W 800W 1000W 1000W

Mean 3 m/s 5 kWh 12 kWh 22 kWh 34 kWh 49 kWh 67 kWh
Mean 4 m/s 14 kWh 30 kWh 54 kWh 85 kWh 122 kWh 166 kWh
Mean 5 m/s 23 kWh 53 kWh 93 kWh 146 kWh 210 kWh 286 kWh
Mean 6 m/s 33 kWh 74 kWh 131 kWh 205 kWh 296 kWh 402 kWh
Mean 7 m/s 41 kWh 92 kWh 164 kWh 256 kWh 369 kWh 502 kWh
Esttmate cost

of matenals £200 £300 £500 £600 £900 £1000

What can the ll'iru!
~
Small wind turbines are a
good way to produce
electricity in a windy place.
Wind energy is highly
dependent on the wind
speed, so it is a good idea to
erect a tall tower to reach
the best winds. The turbine
needs to be well ~bove
surrounding trees and
buildings - not just at

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk



The energy that is diverted to heat c.1n be used in a
water heater and then diverted to lower priority uses
once the wnter is hot. There is potentially no end to
the complexity of the system if you wish to make tile
best use ofyour wind energy.

(fyoll are keen on electronics then you can make your
own load controller. Some of them work by switching
multiple small loads on nnd off on a slow timescale
while others work by very rapidly switching a single
load. The amount of energy you dump depends on
how long the load is pulsed on compared to the period
between pulses.

\Vhether you want heat or not, you should use som
sort of electronic load control that connects healers to
the turbine when the voltage rises above the desired
level. Such controllers are easily available for batt ry
char'bring systems and are becoming more widely
a"nilable for grid connection applic.llion as well. Be
aware that load controllers that are designed to work
with b[ltteries cannot usually function \v;thout
batteries, although in some cases )"ou can use
c..1pacitors in place of batteries to slabili e the \'olrnge if
the operating frequency of the pulses is high enough.

Adedicated solar PV charge controller ,viII not work
for a wind turbine unless it has the option to be used in
a load control mode. Most solar electric charge
controllers regulate charge by disconnecting ti,e solar
panel, and this is not a good idea with a wind turbine.
Xantrex C-40 and Morningstor TS4s controllers (see
left) are both optionally suitable for 'diversion 10<1ds'
but the laller has a quicker response to gusts.

....""...::;:..."" -'- .. ;. . ~
...- .- .- ......
\~, -~~;;,...or"

AN INVERTER IS JUST A
BIG BOX OF ELECTRONICS

If you already have utility grid power on site then there
is not so much point in storing energy in batteries. The
most effective use of wind energy is to feed it straight
to the grid using a special 'grid connect' inverter. This
set-up is cheaper than a stand-alone battery system,
but the electricity will also be worth less in the end
since you are competing with very cheaply produced
grid power.

It is good to connect
solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels that charge the
battery when the wind
is low, and it's also
easy to convert battery
power into AC power
for conventional
household wiring and
appliances. Butthe
batteries and olher
items of equipment to
do this are not cheap.

The wind turbines in
this book are primarily
designed for charging
batteries. They can
provide electricity
where there is none.
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rooftop level. Ifthe IOc"ltion is not windier than turn at ;'Ill, but if the wind is strong then you have to
average, then small wind is probably a waste of effort give it something to do or iI will overspeed and run
but there is no reason not to do it if you just want to do wild. If the wires are disconnected from the turbine
it. There is no reason to drive around town in 1.1 big then the voltage will shoot up until it can damage
four-wheel drive vehicle, but people do that. IfYOll lights ~md electronic equipment.
need to build or buy a small wind turbine. then that is
fine too (even better!). But you need to understand
that it will not save you any significant money (unless
the site is really windy). It will be less environmentally
damaging than a fOUf wheel drive, but it will not
immediately 'save the planet'

Some prefer to use the wind for heating only. This
saves the hassle of dealing with the utility, and avoids
the issues of energy storage in batteries - it is much
cheaper to store heat - but in the end the value of heat
energy is often much lower than that of electricity.

It is not a great idea to
simply connect a heater
directly to the turbine
because that will prevent it
from starting up. The heater
has to be turned on when tile
voltage is high enough. You
need a 'load controller'that
automatically turns on the
heater(s).

The wind turbine is rather
like an engine whose throttle
you cannot control. If there
is no wind then it will not

A lOAD CONTROLLER IS A
SMAUER BOX OF elECTRONICS

12-vOIt balleries are only suitable for very small
systems becnuse tile wires you need n very thick,
expensive and clumsy. Unless you have a special
reason to need 12 volts. tllen choose 24 volts or better
still 48 volts. You would bnild a 48-volt battery using
four 12-volt balleries. 48-volt power can be con, rted
to mains voltage AC power with an inve.rter.

Cheaper inverters are avoilable for 12 or 24-volt
ballery systems, SO ifyou cannot afford a high grnde
inverter then 24 volts may be the best choice,

[fyou are feeding tile mains grid without balleries
then a good choice of inverter is the 'Windy Boy' 1700
wall inverter from SMA. This grid connect inverter
works over a range of voltages from about J-IO to 350
volts. There are many other SUcll inverters toc~.

On tile pages about wiuding coils for the turbine I ha'
presented. table of different options for different
ballel)' voltages and also for the Windy 80 in''erter.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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Solutions? You can fit it with permanent magnets.
This is vel)' laborious and whal you are left with is slill
raUter small and light, so the efficiency is still vcr)'
poor unless the machine is very small (50 -100 watts
say).

• Use shorter blades. The tips have less far to go per
revolution, so they can spin at higher rpm. This
solution can produce power in high winds when
the speed and power are sufficient to energise the
field coil. But you will find Ihat most of the time
the wind is insufficient and the turbine produces
nothing. Small blades cannol catch much energy
nor run vary fast in low windspeeds.

I. 11 is designed 10 be lightweight and robust and 10
withstand running al very high rpm. At low speed
(below 1000 rpm) il produces no usable outpullfyou
mount wind turbine blades on Ihe shaft then the)' will
turn il relatively slowl)'. This speed mismalch can be
addressed in onc of several unsatisfactory ways:

A car altemalor
appears attractive for
home-brew power
generation, because it
is made for the job of
charging batteries and
is widely available al
low cost. But it is a
bad choice for a wind
generator. The
efficiency in nonnaJ
use is never more than
about 60%. In practice it usually wasles over half of
the power that drives it. The bearings are too small to
reliably support large blades (over aboul 'SOD mm
diameter). There are three main problems:

• Use gearing to increase the rpm. This involves
extra cost. extra power losses, extra unreliability
and overall ugly and clumsy engineering. Wasted
efforl for a disappoinling output.

• Rewind the coils to work at lower speed. Use more
turns of thinner wire in each coil. This reduces the
cut-in rpm but also increases the losses in the coils
themselves, limiting the power output and further
reducing Ihe already low efficiency.

2. The allemator Reld coil needs 10 be supplied with
power to excite the magnetic flux. To get output allow
speed, you need the flux 10 be maximised. This
current in the field coil represents a constant power
loss of 30-40 watts during operation. The loss
clobbers the output in low winds. 40 watts continuous
nearly adds up 10 one full kWh of energy per day.

~y some WlPular ideas are not good ideas

Car alJema=

Porkliftlruck batleries
or good for very heavy,
d :Cl' ey l of charge
ond dis h rge bul do
nol hold th ir charge
well over periods of
we Iuo. ",ey g 'nerally
work hest wh re a small
battery ClIpa ity is used
( r regular daily charge
and discharg . The onc
shown has six
indivlduol .-voll lis
making up ,. volts.

ndhand batteries are 3n attractive way to reduce
both cost and environmental impocl of your renewable
energy syst m. But in many cases a used battery is not
wo,1h the ltollble. The beslty]>e is Ihe old 'slandby'
botter)' built from single cells in transporenl cases.
Some of th e can last for .5 or 30 years.

Seml-l rnclion or 1eisurc'
balleri look more like
hug (60-kg) car
bolleries. Used in boats
C!tc. they oft no come in
,.-voll, units. Widcly
nvoilable, h np and
good 01 holding Iheir
churge, 11,ey are 0

populnr choice.

cnled balleries of Ihe gel
nnd AGM l)'pes are used
~ r low·mnintenance and
remot~ sites or for
situations wbere spillage
Is • mojor oncem. They
ore twice the price of
'flood 'd' bUllelies ond ore
easily damnged by
Incorre<:1 chorging
voltoges.

1klJ.IJ:aL1JI
There a m ny of batteries, even among the
generic 1 ad acid' ( mily that is u.se<! for mall ~nd
,>"IIem5. r balleri are nolsu,tabldor slonng
IgJliRcanl amoun of energy - jusl for delivering a

brief high surge of power to lart an engine. Mosl
oth r ballery types n be e"Peeled 10 lasl abouI Rve

'" bUlllfe c>rpeetancy depends heavily on how they
are lac<!. They can la,ttwo or len years.

If ,ll pl.u1 th turbine for heating Ihen th.
I will dtpend on ",bat sort of heaters and

rnb whatlOf'! of h ting mntroller you wish to
o . 80 • hi&her. ltag will enablelhe lransmissi.on
wi to C<lny Ihe eneTg)' with a smaller current whIch
WIlI'1 I power a heat in Ihe wires.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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s.ame- enelgy C'Om"prsion rffkit'nn hut lilt' Il\~'t" ,,"oukl
be then be proportionalf>l~ \ t'1"'\ high.

If you put all your m<tgnets and roil.. into OUt"

alternator \\;lh t\,;ce the diameter. you h..mdlt:' ~lw\"'(>n
4-8 times as mtll"h power instcmt oi just 2 tim~.

•

Low speed vertical axis wind
turbines of the 'Savonius' type
are useful for really basic simple
rugged machines with low
efficiency, and low rpm. But the
same amount of effort put into a
horizontal axis machine will yield
much greater returns, Low speed
alternators are very heavy and
expenSive,

\ -ero'cal a,\is u'ind..ru.rbines 0 ~.\ i ''ill
'Vertical a..\.;s· turbines hm'e a vertical shaft. that is
drh'en b\' blades that mO"e horizontallv like;l

• •

roundabout. 'Horizontal axis' describes the more
com'entional windmill which has to face itself into the
\\;nd and whose blades re\'olvi:' in 3 \'er1ical plane. The
vertical a\.;s \\;nd turbine idea is popular {'ven though
it is thousands of years old and has long ago been
superseded technically by the horizontal a.xis blade
rotor.

Attractive features of the VA\IT include the ability to
take wind from any direction, and the ability to drive a
generator at ground level. But in spite of a huge
amount of research, verticalax;s wind turbines ha\'e
failed to become \\~dely successful. They can be hard
to start, hard to stop, and they have inherently lower
efficiency than horizontal a.xis turbines. (They convert
less of the energy that is in the wind). Putting them on
lower towers means that they have also got access to
less wind. It is often hard to mount a VAWl' on a taU
enough tower where it can get a
good wind,

Any rime you adapt the design you \,"ill 11l,{.'{1 10 lake
care that the alternator matches the blades you arc
using. Alternator speed dep~l1ds 011 magnets, roil
details. battt'ry \'olt3ge etc. If the speed i:" loo luw then
the blades may stall whereas if it is too high then the
blades \\ill not be able to run fast enough to drive the
alternator, See the section on alternator design at the
end of the book.

High speed Darrieus 'egg-beater'
or alternatively H-rotor type
vertical axis (VA\¥T) wind
turbines are popular in
university engineering
departments but have never been
successful in the marketplace,
except for a few years in the
1980s in California. In brief, the
main problem with high speed
vertical axis wind turbines is the faclthat the blades
suffer from reverse buffeting by the wind every ingle
revolution. This causes severe fatigue loading which

If you instead put all the magnets onto rotors of double
diameter, and all the coils into one big stator, then
each coil will also produce h,ice the voltage. So you
have double the coils but each coil can produce hvice
the power with the same losses. The coils can each
actually produce four times as much power with the

3. The internal regulator in the alternator is not
suitable for charging a remote batter,,-. If the battery is
not close by then the \'oltage at the aitemator \\ill bt.
higher than battery \-oJtage and so the regulator \\ill
start to limit the output before the battel}' is charging
properly..-\lso the way it reduces output is 10 reduce
the magnetic field. This unloads the blades. which ,\ill
run faster and cause noise. ,;bration and wear to all
components (bearings. blade tips. etcl.

You want low operating speed and high efficiency at
minimum cost of magnets and wire, lfyou build an
alternator with 1'0"0 stators and four sets of magnets
then you will get twice the power at the same speed.

Steel cores in the stJ!wr cojL~

~Iost cOll\'entionaJ
alternators have
cores made of
laminated steel that
enhance the
magnetic circuit
through the coils of
copper wire and thus
increase the output \'oltage you can get from a given
amount of magnet material,

Alternators with steel cores are harder to start
generally and they do e>.:perience quite a noticeable
magnetic drag, which impacts on the efficiency in low
winds. The axial flu>.: alternators in this book are very
free turning and much easier to build. The ooly
disadvantage is the higher cost of magnets.

You \\;11 ha\'e to remO\'e and bypass the internal
regulator.

Multiple rotQrs and staf.Q..a
Very many people ask me if}'ou can increase the power
of the a.xial alternator by adding more rotors and more
stators. The answer is yes, but it is not the best way to
use the materials.

The axial flux alternators described here do not use
cores in the coils and so they need much more magnet
volume to achieve the same perfornlance, You could
fit cores into the coils, but it would not be advisable.
The magnets would seek to align themseh'es \\;th the
coil cores aDd this would make the alternator very hard
to start and very rough in operation. The uoe\'en
torque is known as ·cogging'.

While it is cheap and attractive at first look. the car
alternator is more trouble than it is \\·orth. It is
simpler and better to build a purpose-built alternator
for a wind turbine.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co,uk
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For electricity production you need speed rather than
torque, because the amount of magnets and wire you
need to buy is much less at high rpm. At high speeds
you can catch all the power (not torque but power) that
there is in the \vind using only two or three blades.
Three blades run more smoothly than two, so that is
the number I suggest you use.

Saving WQn.1t Qff.1b. electricity bill
,.vhen people contact me with an enthusiastic desire to
save money by using a small wind turbine to cut their
electricity bills, I always feel uncomfortable. I am
enthusiastic about small wind energy but I also have a
realistic knowledge of what it can do, having used it for
thirty years. As you can see from the table at the start
of this section, even a well sited \vind turbine can only
produce a few kVlh un.its of electrical energy per
month. Achieving this output ,viII cost a lot of money
and time compared to the effort required to save
money by reducing electricity consumption in most
cases. Ifyour electricity bill is high then energy
conservation is going to pay quicker dividends than a
small wind turbine.

Wind energy itself is free but converting it to usable
electricity is no free lunch. You will reduce your
electricity bill by using a smaIJ 'vind turbine, but if
saving money is your motivation then there are
cheaper and easier ways to achieve this end. Investing
in home insulation, heating controls, energy saving
lights and modern fridges and freezers will be the first
things to consider. Burn wood to heal your house.
S\vitch off your 1V and computer systems when not in
use. You can easily save a lot of money with energy
conservation measures and reduce your environmental
footprint. Once your electricity consumption has been
minimised then you can think about meeting your
needs with wind and solar power. But you are not
likely to save money in the end when you consider
evel)1.hing you have bought and done. The pleasure of
using small wind energy comes at a price.

exposed sites the building will be seriously impacted
and the occupiers will find the noise distracting. In •
either case there would be much better results form
putting the wind turbine on an indcl>cndenl tower
well above the building and a distance away from it.
While I sympathise with urban dwellers \\'ho wish to
make use of wind energy, I have to discourage the idea
because I know it is not a good onc. Solar water
heating and PV are much better choices for rooftop
renewable energy.

shortens the life expectancy of
blad . This is usually U,e
main ren on why lhey f3il to
becomc commercially viable.

0/'

The old water-pumping
\vindmills were built \vith
multi-bladed rotors so as
to produce high torque in
low winds. They work very
well for this purpose.
More blades obviously
push harder and lift the
water from deep under the
ground.

BQo.[Wp IDQuntin.g
Another idea that has caughlthe
public imagination lately is 10
mount a small wind turbine on the
roof of tile house. This has long
been known to be a bad idea, but
public interest in urban wind
energy has encouraged sales people
to offer rooftop mounted wind
turbines nevertheless.

Th re are numerous small
VAWfs appearing in the
marketplace U,ese day but
nonc of them seem to have any :AI
ort of track record. In fact nonc of them seem to be

able to offer any real world measured data for energy
production. Beware of computer-generated
predictions of outpul!

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk

Windspeed at rooflop level is very poor due to the fact
that obstructions such as buildings and trees have a
dramatic effect on the flow of air, breaking it into
diverse vortices and gusts that contain very little
energy but do cause wear and tear of the turbine.
Access for installation and maintenance is often
difficult or expensive. In urban areas the turbine
should really be placed at least to metres above the
rooftop level, which is not very practicable with a roof
mounted tower.

Wmd turbines are machines that produce some
vibration during operation. In \vindy locations this can
cause problems with noise in the buildingl and even
damage to the structure of the building. On most sites
this will not be a problem because the 'vind will be
insuffieient for the turbine to do mucb, but the whole
exercise is likely to be a waste of effort. On very

Ifyou bave a suitable site for a small hydro turbine
then there is a much better chance of saving money
with renewable energy that way. A good hydro power
site can be a real money-earner.

Mounting a wi1JCl.1y.rQine on a car to charge t.h.e.
lmIurJl
Obviously a wind
turbine mounted on a
vehicle 'viII experience
good winds and be
able to produce
healthy output. But
the drag caused by the
turbine will put an
extra load OD the
eogine of the vehicle.
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•

There is no free energy to be had in this way except on
rare occasions when )'OU are coasting down a hill.
\Vhile driving on the level the engine will have to
produce more power to charge the battery in this way
than it would by charging it via a conventional
alternator with all its shortcomings.

It can be fun and also interesting to mount a wind
turbine on a vehicle for test purposes. But this is nol
an efficient way to produce power. Nor is it a
particularly accurate way to measure the performance
or the turbine. Its main virtue is that you can control
the windspeed at will.

USil]g a cenn:!fugal..&lJ!tch or I1rake..tl!../im.iupeed
This would just wear itself out in a few days on a windy
site. The thing with wind turbines is that they work a
lot more hours than most of the machines we use. A
brake has to come on completely and stop the turbine
or it will wear itself away and become useless.

Building a ductlh.otfol'ces tile ail' through g smaller
diameter rotor at high sp.fid.

It simply isn't worth all the extra material involved in
building a duct like that. The wind tends to divert
around it so you don't gain as much as you would
think. It is actually more effective to build a
conventional blade rotor with larger diameter, than to
make a duct. Some big companies have spent a lot of
their investors' money finding this out.

What.J:.Qes wrong with homebuill wind
turbines?
Those who have worked with them agree that small
wind turbines are surprisingly troublesome pieces of
equipment, whether bought new or home built.
Catching the wiad is fun but can be frustrating because
of all the little things (and some big ones) that go
wrong.

Here are some typical examples of things that might
happen:

• Poor welding skills and poor blade balance
lead to the tail falling off. When the macbine
is shakiag, the tail tends to be the worst
affected part.

• Diodes in the rectifier fail due to poor
connections and/or poor cooling. Or due to
nearby lightning or similar surges. It pays t.o
have a nice big heatsink. Earthing the tower
helps to prevent lightning-induced surges.

• In some cases the bearings can give trouble.
When bearings fail they can allow the rotors to
rub tbe stator with consequent damage that
reduces the life of these parts.

• In very turbulent and wild conditions the
gyroscopic forces on the blades have been
known to push them back into contact with the
tower so that they break. This is a very rare
but persistent problem. In this 2008 book I
have changed the direetion of furliag of the
turbines so that the gyro forces push the blade
tips out from the tower as the machine moves

into furl. This is the yaw movement where the
blades tend to be racing fastest. Thi. change
should reduce or even prevent the contact of
blades "vith tower from now on.

• Longer term
the biggest issues tend
to be with corrosion of
the magnet rotor
plates, or the magnets
themselves that can
lead to a major failure
in under 5 years. The
magnet rotors must be
painted very wen or
the disk/plate could

perhaps be galvanised if the turbine is used in a damp
climate. I am now using an epoxy bitumen paint for
this. In the photo you can see damage to the coating of
the magnets, caused by metal swarf (sharp strips and
fragments of cut steel from drilling and tapping holes)
in the air gap. Once the proteclive plating on the
magnet is punctured, the magnet corrodes and swells
gradually. This magnet was cut out of the casting and
replaced.

Small ,vind turbines can last twenty years, but repairs
are called for now and then. It's hard to say how often,
because aB builders are different, as are all sites. I
would expect a couple of problems in the first year, and
maybe one per year thereafter. Can be just a blown
diode, or can be a new set of blades need to be calVed.
It's a good idea to collect a stock of spares for the
turbine so as la be able to get it back into action fast in
the event of problems.

Useful web u..a.ges for more infQrmatiooj

www.scoraigwind.co.uklbuildyo
www.otherpower.com
www.fieldlines.com
www.windpower.org
www.windmission.dklworkshop/
www.gotwind.orgnndex.hlm
www.windstuffnow.comlmain/
www.windchasers.caJ
www.buildyourownwindturbine.com
www.ecoinn.co.nzlpageslcomplele_solar.hLmI
www.cal.org.ukl
www.navitron.org.uklforurnJ
www.homepower.com/
www.briel)..com/wind_lurbinel
ht.p:J1continoo.OOllY'suslainable%2OimgN(ndmlI%2OO7NflOdn'tl.htm
www.lhebackshed.comlWindmiIVdetaull.asp
www.forcefieldmagnels.com/
www.royalfabricalion.com/
www.reuk.co.ukl
www.mdpub.comlWind_Turbinel
www.stanford.edul-jparmerlProject%20WebsltelHome.h~

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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1.------
Allcast130 amps outpul for
3.2-mm rod electrodes.
(A Mig welder is also fine.)
MilSk,
Chipping hammerSa~ I)' glas c ,glol' and car protectors. Plasters for

fingers. Hand cleaner, Paper towels.

Tools
1n mo!':t ens there tlfC various options depending on
rost and what skills )'ou may have.

can be
useful but not essential

Hand saw, chisels,
sharpening stone
Drill bits for wood.

Jigsaw

~~

A bandsaw
and/or a circular saw can be useful
but not essential.

Angle grinder -------

Drill bits,
hole saws

Jlr.i.IJ..IlJ.=----
for accurately drilling
holes

Spanners,
Filcs
Taps for threading holes

....

Cllim saw (or steel -------
(and/or bandsaw)
speeds things up
Hack aw,
Mctol shears
(for cutting lead Oashing),

Compasses protractor ,.. callipcrs

I

Square Bevel

+-

Weighing scales level

Cordless drill with screwdriver bits. screwdrivers,
I Hers. vice grips. clamps. vice, files, hammer, centre
punch.

.For markino oncLweasul'iUQ

Tape mea ure, teel rulc, pencil, felt pen, spirit level,
s ISSOrs.

spoke shave plane block plane

Catalyst di penser or syringe for measuring small
"olumes, Buckets and pots, spoons and sticks for
mixing resin.

~

"''ire cutters wire slri ';ers7'-.o.k"n"i~=.e__-::-..,--..,.__.,.....,
Multimeter soldering iron Crimping tool

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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I have a big pair of divide...
(spikes On both anns) and I fix
a pencil la onc ann with a
heavy electrical wiring
tcrmi nal.

Once you have drawn Q circle,
you can use the compasses on
the same setting to make a
hexagon, and divide the circle
into six, 60 degree angles. '11is
trick can be handy for laying
out magnets, coils, stator
mounts, etc in cases where the
number is divisible by three.

~

There are 0 number ofcircl 'to draw on pi of
plywood, so a nice big set of compasses will be useful.
If you don't have compas s then you can draw around
things like bowls and cans, or make )'our OW11

compasses Ollt of a strip of plywood. Just drill a hole
near to one end for the pencil, aDd UICn us .. s rcw
through thc ply near t1lC other end as a pivot. Mov'
the position of the screw to adjust Ih radills. fllltlhis
kind of thing is clumsy.

I&Uf~

A 'spirit level' is never pen: I. NOle Ihatlhe b"bbl
will sit a little to one side of centre. If in doubltry th.
level bolh ways around so as to verify lhe bubblc and
average the answers out for a mor 3 urate r ulL

p~. I I

is a good way to check Ih magnet rotor p....,on of
you pass itlhrough th' ja king-srtl'W holes,

using the tools
You may need to hire or borrow SOme tools U,at you
have little or no expcrieoce of using. Take the time to
watch others demonstrote the right way to hold them
and guide them safely and comfortably. Try them out
on some waste material before doing anything critical.

You can often drive screws into wood directly without
a pilot hole, but be aware that il may take a couple of
revolutions orthe screw before it bites properly into an
underlying piece. So ifyou are screwing one I>iece of
plywood to another (for example) then make a hole in
the first one so as to prevent the screw from jacking it
away from the piece beneath while the tip is getting
started into that second piece. Otherwise you wiU
create a space between the pieces of plywood.

Cordless ,/.rill
Most cordless drill batteries have a memory (especially
Nicad ones) and will give best results if you discharge
Ulem as completely as possible before re-charging.

Be aware of the differentt)'pes of
'cross-headed' screws that are
incompatible with each other. The
main ones are the well known 'Philips'
!)'pe and the more recently popular
'pozidrive' (PZ or prodrive) !)'pe.
Pozidrive screws and bits both have
noticeable marks at the 45 degree
positions between the arms of the
cross. Ifyou use the wrong type or size
of bit on a screw then you will damage
both the screw head and the bit, ending up frustrated.

60
DEGREES

~

Remember the old saying "measure twice, cut once"
and take your time about measurements. Literally
measure them again and you may be surprised to find
Ollt the errors you have made. The dimensions i.n
these plans are rarely very critical but it's still
necessary to take a bit of care. Be especially careful
about the outer parts of the blades near the tips. Try to
work within 1 mm tolerance there.

yerlljcl' cal1i.uers

can be a great way to take
accurate measurements
provided you know how to
use them. Close the jaws and
check that the reading is
zero. Most people
misunderstand the vernier
scale and fail to notice that
the correct hairline to take
readings from is labelled '0'.
You can measure overall size with the parts ofthe large
jaws that meet each other. Internal sizes (hole bore
etc) are measured with the other jaws, and depth can
be measured wilh the rod at the end. TIlis depth gauge

You can walk the compasses or dividers around a
circle. marking one arc at 60 degrees, and then
marking anoU,er are from that point and so forth uotil
you return to the start. It's an interesting test of
accuracy to sce how close to the starting point you can
get after the six steps.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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Lml1llU .

If lhe ,,>in'S ore '''Cl' thick nod hard 10 t,,;sl togcther
then It\.Y them side by Jde ins~d. Then wind a \'l'J:Y
tint'str'lnd f copper around the two in n spirnt
la. hil\S Ihem togelher. Fi03l1y tlood lhe whole thins
"'th solder.

When the tips of the wires
hA' ,been tinned. yuu can
fonn Ihejoinl by l\dsting
them together, Agnin place
the Stlld'ring iron sgniosl
the joint and hlNtt it until
Ihe solder melts. dd Sl)me
solder if O","'CSSSI:\' nnlil the
"'res are nire(y soldered
lOh"'ther. Slip some
leeving O\~ the joint or

tltllC ilIa prevent oocidelltltl
con'" I ,,>ilh olher "'~re
wires.

Crimping (cru hing \\il'<'s io a msll
h'be is good "'l\)' IQ coonect \\ires.
YOIl rail llse pliers or mole grips ,,>ith •
ellre. bill the OOlTl'Ct e.rimping I is
~t. S\lCci.1 PIOG iosnlolfd mOIP ..."plllCles are
idesl forrormooting the reelifier.
Ba", ropper mnlp lugs s'" good
for tem,in:.tin,g \\ites onto
botteri< aod bolts. SIll 11 oore
roppe.rh,be" n be uS<><! to m..l-e
crim)) ronnections ofh \)~ ',ires..

'Tin' il by louching the sold 'r ,,;re to it. The solder\\'ill
nlll onto thp iron ifit is hot ~nollgh. Ne.\.1 'tin' the wire
,,;th solder. Do Ihis by plnein lhe flat spol .llhe lip
of the iron ag.inst the bright copper sun. et' .nd
tou hing, the solder wire into Ihe rack between Lhem
When solder melts inlo Ihe crock \,. it a few seconds ,.
"~li1C tht': wire gelS up to t('mpcratllre nd th n you can
procet.'illo mueh tI,e
!'"Older wire din..--ct:ly nNNtNG THE
onlo the copper TAIL Of A con
"ire, The sttlde.r
should melt di"..",tly
onto the copper. Do
not lIempt 10 SPills
solder from the iron
onto Ihe copper S
the flu. will be gone,
and it ",ill not flow.

This i probabl)' the most
diffiellll skill ~\,ired. bllt it
is ",rl' ""tis(\ing. i\s "ith
sold<'ri.\&. the ke)' flK:lOrs are
to &d the jolt cleao aod hot.
YOIl oeed good rontact for
tit<' Nrth c1alllp and a cleao
slUfa<:e m strike an arc.
Grind off the ",sI o.od slog.

TO 011.:: ~\lf'(' hCMlAtoroutput us 3n '7 (oltcn1fttil'lg
en""OI rn~g If th ,'OlllIge is too high for the r81\lle
lit n) n ",11 s"" a )'1110011 olllhe left f lhe djsl'll\)'.

Check re lifier diod,~ Ilsing Ihe diode check *
fnllti 0 ofth~ m tl.'r """001 showlI on right.
Ikfore roOIll'<'liltt; lhe probes ''\Ill \\>ill Si'" Ih
~n circuil di. plll,\' oh' on Ihe leO haod side.

D.isromlC<'1 ti,e bott...~, Slid Ihe ahemotor from the
,Iiode "on ."hOlM gel 1"'0 diffioreot I'l'SIlIls dell"lldil\~

on whir.h \\ y~roul1d ~ \1, nl\~t the vrooo ,:ross II

dii)dc~One ""i\Y is opt'n ireui!. The other "'1\)' ~ u "il1
gt'J number.-round soo! but 1woutd It t \\ 1'1)1 too
mneh ~ooullhe~ elmnllbcrso 10l\SM) n d 001 el

Z""II indicates shorted diode. pen cirollil in
oolh dirediOlI. is Ihe olher" "the)' roil.

The (hm re.. iston ""\'l'J cso be Ilsed 10 check
continuity and resist1\n fth'H\;ndit1p.. I llin 'f'O

is a short cl""'ilood I on lhe leO It nd ide is pen
• •cU''C\Ut.

ch k, bMIel)' fore.' olple, choose. '(dil'l'Ct
\,"""t ,'lit r3l\gl'. For ~amplo chOO»'C 0 \

t, Is for '2·,'Oh b.,II"I)' • S lillle higher lhno Ih
"\ I~ bollc!)' , hllgt'. Check that the o<;gath.. lend

i "o"",,'iltt> M' (rommoo) aod the "-'d ooe m a
, "'I that mentioos '\r , Its} amOllg other Ihings.
I'ttt Ihe rt'd probe tip inm the posilive lem'inaland
the bl. cl< intt> the n"ll"lh You will gel. mious sign
";Ih Ihe ""dioS if) u gel this k to frool. You
sh \lId find Ih.tth- b.'1Iel:\" 111\l,'<' is aooul.l2-5' Its.
lfil i belo' 12 Ihen il i in oeed of ch.rging. ConnC<ll

I d to il :\nd measure \ hn.gc agnin so S10 cheek
how" 11 it h Id 'Ill.

11\ n,ultimerer t. 'Our 'c.)"s nd ellr.-)' (or t'lectrical
work. k me., '""em nl b<-tW\'ell two llOints in ;I

il'<'llll b.I' I' iltg Iho li, oflhe proOO fin"ly IIgninsl
cl o. bo,,' met I. The firsllhil\ll i 10 rhooso a
m uremc.nt r:,,~.

You ".11 nl>o.'d deril\ll ~roo' luat\)' made f
!'OPper) and resin-m"-'d S(llde~"ire. The iOI\lOrtsol
jlOints are to make the ,,;re c1esn enough ood htl\
"oough.~ the sol<kr ,,;11 nlll 01110 the "ire .nd fill
the j<lillt. I lbe Wtres sre thid-erlh.u I mm '''"' "ill
find a lltF solderi'lg iron h"ps. YOII ellO e,~ list' S
-..p pi«e ofeopJl"f pip" 00 Iit<' end f" Ix iuch n it.
hflal\>d 00 a r. bum....

First olJ the enanle! fronl the ends of the ";res
to a~ ofaboul :m 0101, Y ne 0 US<''' hsrp l...ife
or sandl"'P« but be ,~·thorour.lt. Plug in th~

SlOIdedI\& iron th tit hflats 1\1' whUe )1111 re eh:anins
the ell 1)0 not"', the S<TIlPed laik m ~;dise. Use
thettt ""'i~ lhe)' are still brighl.

~~ ure the tQpper tip of the soldering iron is c1""o
tl \\~ it, and if _ ' file Ifany rorrosiun.

hU~h'scoro.igwind.co.uk
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A sanding disk on Ihe angl. grinder is • good w.y 10 do .nd USt' Ih. full length of the biRd. in a sle2dy rhythm,
lhis. It is no hardrr than S3"ing wood. A linlf- oil Clln help..

8.s
10-,&

t2

14

Tap Hole
nn-L.JIIIIl
M8
M,0
~lt2

N14
MI6

Taps usuMly come in sets of
three. but you may only need
to use the first one which is the
most tal"'J'fd. The hole needs
to be slightly smaller than the
final size (see di..meters on
right). Most are common sizes
but the 10."5 can be aehie\.'ed
by wallowing a 10 mm drill around to re&IIl it out
(mak'e it larger).

If the drill makes a squealing noise then slOp. n is
blunt. G<'t .nother drill bit or shorpen the old one,and
apply nlOre. pressure. Use a lubricanL

Take care when. drill is about to break through the
back oftheworkpieee. In tl'Hase of stoe! it is likdyto
jam and break or spin the work around. Reduce your
pressure as )'OU finish the hole. In the case of wood it
may splinter the bock ofth. piere, so rest on anotller
waste pie<e and drill on into thot to get 0 clean bole.

Most people prefer to U$e
a chop saw or a grinder.
\"ith any cutting
machine there is danger.
espt.......-:ially if the stt'el
mon.'s, ro clamp it weH.
\VroT eye protection and
direct the sparks away
from other people .nd
from sensitive areas
where they may c.'U1se 3

fire or damage p..'\int.
""hen cutting \\ith an
angle grinder, use a thin rutting disk. 00 not~ thin
disks for grinding pu",osCS-

~
It is sUll'risingly difficull to drill a hole in the co""",t
piacc- Th. besl way tQ be a«oul1lt. is to drill through
something clse (usually the other part that is to be
boIled on). For e-'ample drill through a wheel-hub
flange and into the steel magnets rotor (or vice \"ersa) .
This will mean drilling al full diameter Strl.ight awa)'.
whereas it is eASier to drill using a pilot hole of smaller
diameter. Drilling a ]0 or 12 mm hole directly is
slo"", but quit. feasibl. pro,ided the drill is shall' and
)'ou apply good pressure. A drill press makes this easy
but ifyou cannot get the work under it )'lU can stil~ do.
it "ith a hand held drill. taking ..... tu keep the dnll bIt
perpendicula.r. and resting your weight on it. This is
much l"asier if the work is at floor lev~J.

"'hen the 8n:' starts up. takt> care not to mO''\.'' too fast.
K"~l) tht" rod pretty steady and allow the work to warn]
up. Then gradually 0l0\'e Along the work. melting the
stoe! underneath .nd building up • be.,d of metal. A
l.~..,r of slag fom,s on the top. 1'1)' to p...,,,,,t Ih. slag
genillS unct., th. "".Id. I Ilk. tu s.1 up th.job on a
g• .ntlcs slope.•nd work uphill from left to right "ith
the rod at an angle so that the slag cannot easily run in
fn.'\1\t of the- weld pool. When you have completed a
nUl. and the sins ht'ls cooled you can chip it otT and lay
• nolher nm beside and o"eri.ppi,IS the first.

The- ad\ire 1alw8)'S h3\,'(" to gh't" is to mov'(" more
slowly. The pror'C'Ss happens quite slowly and ifyou
move t\."l() fast then you will get an une\"en result
"""ause th. ",cld is not hot enough tu penelntr. Ifyou
mo,.., too slowly it might melt a hol~ right through the
st..1. bUI this is ""'y IInllkely ~-rel)t ot thill~ .nd
corners. Beginners welds.re often scattered blobs on
th. surfa"" of the steel. The reason is th.t they ore
mo"ing too fRst. Creep .Iong the sllrfare as slowly ond
steadily liS ~l.)u ("an.

"'hen we.lding tw'O pieces together. the main point is to
keep good pellct...l;on into both pia.--es. Wea,,, gently
hetW'eell lhem t-aling the time to ensure. good contact
and (k.'I\elration of each in tun\. Olhernise you ro8,)1
get to th. end .nd find thot the wcld is all 00 one side
ofthe gop. "ith 0 band ofslag olong th~ other sid~.
You""" ootllally bridge acro..<s a gap up tu .bout 3 mm
if the parts do not fit well. But timing is important or
you "ill make the gap bigger by melting the edges.

As the weld cools it "ill shrink and this causes parts to
mm... Tlv tu mok." the first welds in p10ces wbere
shrink~cannot ca\l~mo\~ment. Tack the parts in
se''<CII <omers so as to Jock them in p1Rtt before doing
an~' hea,)' welding.

Take care not to ","eId on galnnised metal or other
steel platings because it is not only diffiOlIt but the
fomes ..re highly to).;e. Grind them dean firs\.

Tak~ can." ne,,~r to look directly at the arc or you will
dtuna,gl' your eyes and this can be painful later. 'Vam
otht~rs too. It C~.\Il be hanJ to see wh~reyou are striking
the 3rc unless the sun is bright because the glass in the
1lt:lsk is so dark. Gently tap or rub the tip of the
clC"Ctl'\'ldt.' on the job until the 3re starts up, and lhl~n

pun it b..1ck lip very slightly to pre\'ent it 'fT\........zing· onto
the "'-lrk. 1f it s;til'l-s on then break it off and tl) again.
You may net."'<I to take a new rod. 1f it freezes e\"el':Y
til1\l~ tht'n check that you h:\\'t" 3 good earth ronnl"Ction
and tum up the current on the welder.

~
A 8'-.0<1 quali~' hacksaw is probahly the eh<Japest and
most efficient _y to rot stoe! RIld pro,idcd you use a
good quoli13' blade ..nd use the saw <:<lITCdl)' it is also
quite fast. Press clown gently on the for"...rd strok~

The 'tap holder' is a cross-bar handle. URit to pr III
the tI.p firmly down ioto tlte bole and tum it 90 as to
ream the boJe and begio the th.-l. U lubrialtioe,
hold it straWttand press,~ hard as )_ tum it
cIod......se to r:et startOO. One the th.-l ..... bi_ it

hughfscoraiqvind. co. uk
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depth
adjustment

•

The easiest way to find out
the direction of the grain is
by trial and error, but one
does have to be aware of it.
The grain is different in
different places, and can
change suddenly around
knots.

right way

My favourite wood tool is the
draw-knife, and you can
almost cnrve;) blade using
that alone. 1'1)/ it one way UI>
nnd then the other because
they etlch work best in
different situations - nat
faces or hollows. Be aware
that it's a long hlade that can
all be used by sliding it across
the work as you cut. A sawing
motion saves effort and improves control.

With all h::md tools you will have better results working
with the grain of the wood. The fibl"es in the wood
cannot be seen but they emerges from most cut faces at
:m angle. If the tool works against the grain then it
picks up these fibres and tears the wood. Work with
the fibres so that they are Oallened, giving a smooth
finish.

The spokeshave is better for really fine cuts, and for
smoothing out hollows. You have to press down hard
with the spokeshave as it tends to judder along and
make i.l mess. Out the best tool fOI" straight faces is the
plane. A l3rge one for coarse work and a small 'block
plane' for delicate work. Adjust the deplh of cullo suit
conditions as you go.

Sandoapec
Most people want to use sandpaper a lot whi,le shaping
the blades. Hand sanding is not very productive
though. Sandpaper removes wood extremely slowly
and tends to produce a relatively rough finish
compared to 3. sharp cutting tool. The growth rings in
the tree are composed of hard and soft wood that the
sandpaper removes unevenly, leaving the hard rings
proud in a series of ridges. A plane will cut them
equally and leave a Oat surface.

+f1at sIde

burr...~.

no
light

reflect
off
here
----+

It is n good idea to practice cutting. See how :I('curat ly
you can do it using a dummy tine and then cut as close
as you confid ntlr can to the real line. You can plane
off any surplus wood later to I' nch the line accurately.
If you cut the piece of
wood too small then it
may become unusable.

llI!!/:i
All tool work best
wben sharp. Take the
time to get a good edge
on the blades. If )"ou
can see light reOected
off the edge tben it is blunt.

~

Power snws present obvious dangers to the fingers.
I1igh velo it)' dust in the eyes is also painful. If using a
bllndsaw, do not pull the wood toward yOll or the band
may become. cl Nliled. top the saw if you have lo
v.;thdr.lw th wood from it.

\\1U ,tt,de itsdfbut Jo clwck thllt it is going in true.
f'I'i'("t thl' line if n~e~sftl'y by sidc\Vtl)'s I>rc.ssu re

"hilt.: sC!""r"intt in, "cl out. ncc )'011 hi-wC Il I],Qod
th~fid going you eau pro8~ssquite f:lst, but it is
lll'lpfull(l ba k IT a half turn on r every turn so os to
bn'nk lhe hip..

'Vhen turning {I corner, do not apply side pressure to
the saw. Press fon,'nrd but steer the wood or the saw
to change direction. For example to steer a jigsaw you
mu t swing the back end of the saw around while
keeping the blade still. Otherwise the blade will denect
and the cut fnce will be angled.

Rone the bevelled side with a flat stone or diamond
card 3S desired with oil or water as required. Learn to
find tJ,. best angle by rocking lhe tool until it sits on
Ule bevel. Rub it bard until a small burr appears on
the nat side. Then rub the Oat side brieOy without any
angle (complelely Oat) to push the burr over. You mal'
have to go to and fro betw'een sides a couple more
times until the burr is gone. If the angle becomes loo
obtu e then you c:m attack the bevel with a gTindstone.
A bollow face makes subsequent sharpening easier.
Take care not to o\'erheat the edge wheo grinding as
this spoils the temper of the steel.

~

Power tools can definitely
speed up the process of calVing
large blades, but hand tools are
quieter and create less dust. A
sharp tool can usually keep up
with a belt sander. With
ingenuity, all sorts of tools can
be used to carve blades, from
chain saws to CNe routers - it
just depends on how )"ou like to tackle the job.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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Blades
This is a description ofho\\' to calVe wooden blades for
your turbine. Wood is a very suitable material, being
light, strong and resistant to fatigue. For one-off blade
production it ~s h.a~d to beat. On the downside, being a
natural matenaltt IS hard to find consistent quality
stocks of wood.

Parts of the hlade

There are 3 blades, rotating clockwise. The outer end
is called the tip. The inner part where they join is
called the root. The blade edge tbat strikes things first
is called the leading edge. The streamlined part that
leaves the air behind is called the traiting edge.

The blade tip is
narrower than the
root. A very narrow
blade is all you need to
catch the power of the
wind when the blades

TIP are turning fast.

BlADE I
MOTION ..

EADl G EDGE

BLACE
ROOT "{RAJUNG

I ~E
I WIND DIREcnON ""

~

L N
Closer to the root the
blades move more
slowly and so they
should be wider and

more steeply angled to the wind. But the outer part is
the most important. The root part does not sweep
much \\~nd compared to the part near the tip.

Metal is not so good for blades because it is very apt to
fatigue, especially at the fastenings (around rivet holes
etc).

Plastics and metals can also be used to make blades.
Glass-fibre reinforced polyester composite (GRP) is a
common choice of plastic composite. But making good
blades with GRP is much harder tllan making wooden
ones, especially at first. GRP is ideal for larger batches
of blades, which are easy to produce after the moulds
have been created and the structural design has been
worked out. Sheet polypropylene is also Quite a good
choice of plastic for crude hollow blades. Some people
like to cut their blades out of PVC pipes and you will
find a few recipes for this on the web.

MINIMUM SIZES FOR BLADE WOOD (3 PIECES) in mm

1\lrbine diameteJ: 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

wood width (min.) 95 95 125 145 195 225

thickness Imin.) 35 35 40 45 60 75

lenQth each blade 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2,100

Tbe third example is
the best of the three.
This is sometimes
known as 'vertical
grain' or 'quarter
sawn' wood.

I I
I (I \\,'
\\ ,'-..

The ne>.1. one is better, but it
would be even better if the grain
rings ran vertically across the

•piece.

The first example of grain section
is the least ideal. It will tend to
warp.

It is possible to build a blade up out of strips of wood
laminated together with glue. Laminated blades are
less prone to weaknesses due to knots ete, but they are
more difficult to carve with hand tools because the
grain orientation is random.
The way the piece is cut out of the tree can make a
difference although it is not critically important. Here
are some examples of what the end of the piece might
look like.

Seleeting the wQod
Look for pieces of wood without knots, with very small
knots. or with knots that you can work around and
discard. The name of the tree is not so important, but
cedar and larch are good. Pine and spruce are often
used. Avoid dense timber (bandwood) because it will
produce large gyroscopic forces as it spins.

The windward side ofthe blades is flat, but the back is
CUlVed like the top of a wing. The back generates a lift
force, pushing the blades back and slowing the wind.

ROTATION

WIND
DIRECTION

---~

/'
TIP

ROOT

~

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk



Align the leading edge of
the template with a clean

edge on the piece of wood.

/

, ?--
, '¥'')

, '::1"/

The root of the blade needs to
be cut to a 120 degrees point,
so that the 3 blades will fit
together inside the hub, but
there is no rush to do this if
you wish to leave it until the
blades are being assembled
together.

Draw
a line extending
beyond the tip
of the template.

Finally cut around the
shape that you have
drawn. and create the
blank shape of the
blade.

Knots near the tip Of the root or
the blade make it harder to carve

the wood neatly but it does no_t .-:o.-:::;;~!,-'~
matter if they weaken the

structure or the blade.

The diagram shows how to lay the template onto a
piece of wood and mark the shape of the blade. Lay it
this way up. The wood is normally narrower than the
template. Just make the line as long as it can be on the
available wood.

When laying the template on the wood, tl)' to avoid
including knots, especially in the lone marked by
hatching lines in the sketch below.

~ Try to avoid large knots in the
.... u,;: ~...... area marked With hatChing lines

-,.,., b rh" h>....... ecause IS IS were blades
.... '

<:::; ..... (.... ; b,/ tend to break.

'q "-

A blade with vel)' small knols is fine. but large knols
can disturb the grain of the wood so much that there is
vcry little strcngth left.

Find the clearest face of the wood and choose a clean
straight edge of that face for the leading edge. Most of
the finished blade will be close to this face of the blank.

I

W

I
R

_J

W2

/
L •
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I
X

2W

/

OETAlL OF ROOT I

Make a plywood template ofthe blank shape of one
blade. Tbe length R will be half of the diameter of lbe
turbine. See table below. Lay the template on a long
piece of wood in various positions to determine the
best parts from which to cut out each blade. When you
have chosen the best locations, then you can draw
around the template to mark the shape of the blank.

Mark six stations on the template at equal intetvaJs so
you can mark their locations on the wood. (The 1200
diameter blades have fewer stations.)

-w

Try to Cllt the blanks
slightly longer at the tip
than the final blade size.
Then you can trim the
surplus at the end of the
process to get a neater
tip.

tart by clItting out the
blade blank ,th pieces
ofwood from which t.he
blades are carved.
Minimum sizes for the
blanks are listed above,
but larger siz· s arc
prcJcrabl . If the wood is
wider or thicker than the
minimum then you can
makc the blade root
larger, which is always
good. The ollter part of
the blades is lInaffected.

Tt is easier to choose
good blade blanks ifyoll
have long pieces of wood
to work with. This
makes it easier to avoid
knot~.

DIMENSIONS OF THE BLADE BLANK TEMPLATE in mm
Tur!!ine 1200 IBOO 2400 3000 3600 4200
diameter

R 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100
W 38 50 50 63 75 88

W2 150 140 200 250 300 350
X 66 87 87 109 130 152

Stations at 200 150 200 250 300 350

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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The tts,iling edge line

jIoTark al/Uhe sltape aftlte...blade at each Q,[six slaIiQ/1£
along itIJengI/L
At this stage draw a line around the piece at each
station using a square. Measure and mark stations at 6
equal intervals. No need to be vef)' precise about the
stations.

ramp, bordered by two lines. One line starts at the
leading edge and the other at the trailing edge and they
meet at a point as shown. The line from the leading
edge should nm at 45 degrees across the piece.

45

~

First check that the wood IS level

Then check the drop
at each statIon ---~~>:::::'/

r

LEva.

~~. r---- ~-=

If you suspect that the wood is warped, then use a
spirit level to check the drop as shown above.

The drop controls the angle of the blade, which is a
critical parameter. Try to be accurate in measuring
and marking the trailing edge, especiaJly in the outer
part of the blade. If the face of the wood is warped
then the drop \"{iIl still not be accurate, even if
measured as described above.

Dr~in mm at each station. Station 6 tl.rQ.Q..is d~th of wood.
Dtrbine 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
diarus1U

1 2 1 1 1 2TIP
2 4 3 4 5 6
3 5 8 7 9 11 13
4 14 15 19 22 26
5 28 28 32 40 48 56

Stations

This is the leading edge of the blade.

The blade will
rotate'-/""'- ,><..-"-~ .dockwise

When the work piece is lying on a bench
as shown above, the windward 'fTont'
face is uppermost. The 'leading edge' is
the top edge of the face furthest away.
The 'trailing edge' will be marked as a
pencil line on the nearer face of the piece
as shown below:

Draw a pencil line n t",-"

around the workpiece 3,,-,,,
each station, using a
square

Station 6 does not have a
specific drop or thickness.

This pencil line
marks the trailing
edge of the blade.

rhis measurement is called
'the drop'

The 1200 mm diameter machine has
fewer stations as shown on the right.
The last station, where the ramp starts.
is '50 from the root. The others are
evenly spaced at 200 and 400 from the
root.

The position of the trailing edge is defined by a
measurement caUed the 'drop' at each station. The
drop is measured down from the front face of the
wood. Mark the drop at each station, and then draw a
Hne to join the marks. At the last station, near~t to
the root maximise the drop to nearly the full thIckness
of the a~ailablewood. Draw the trailing edge line
right down to the bottom edge.

From there the cross section of the blade tapers rapidly
back to the full size of the blank piece in a triangular

First set the work-piece up such that the root area is
level and then check the drop at each station along the
length. Push the spirit level up with the end of. rule
until it sits level when making the measurement.

This check can also be done while the cmving is in
progress. You can correct the drop by shaving more
wood off the trailing edge, or even off tbe leading edge
if necessary. But if possible you should try to keep the
leading edge straight.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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Lnter you will make the bnck of the blade clIn'ed and
streamlined.

-------.,

Start by drawing g1lidelines along the edges of the
work-piece at the correct distance from the leading and
trailing edges at each station. You will not be cutting
the leading or trailing edges that you were working
with in the previous stage, You measure the thickness
from those edges. draw guidelines. and tllen cut away
all the sU'l'lus wood beyond these lines from the back
(do\\l1-wind side). This means remO\;ng most Ortlle
thickness orthe work-piece at the tip.

Again YOll I11USt me..'lSure and mark the thickness of the
blades at eacll station• • •

Thickness in mm :ll e~ch st~tion.

D.u:b..!.nt. 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
~am~ter

5 6 6 7 8 10TIP
2 8 9 11 14 16
3 10 11 14 17 20 24
4 14 19 23 28 33
5 17 20 27 34 41 47
R2 100 100 125 150 188 225

,
•<(

You should be able to lay
a straight edge between
the Ieacing edge and the
trailing edge

('

The face) u are cuning extends ri ht up la the le~ding

• but t ke""", not to cut into thele.,ding edge
If. Th face is flattish but 1,\; led, as shO\\11 below:

This area is cut away first

When rOll think you have finished, lay a ntler across
the blade between the leading and trailing edges. If it
cannot touch them both then you have to remo\'c the
hump in the middle of the face until it is flat.

A plane is the best tool to use in the outer part of the
blade because it gives a smooth, straight finish. (Some
people like to u e an electric planer for the coarse
cutting work.) But planes will not work in the bollow
part near the rool. 1use a draw knife in the hollow
part~ but others prefer to make numerous cuts into it
with a saw. and then break out the wood with a chisel
(known as 'kerfing'). Use a spoke-shave to smooth it
off. Some prefer the belt sander. A sha'l' draw knife is
Quickest.

The root of the blade will he left untouched. The
centre of the blade assembly is a distance W from the
leading edge at the rool. R2 in the above table is the
radius from the centre of a circular Oat area on the
back that is never to be cut at all.

The back of the blade

Leading \
edge ..

W

/

centre-':~Z-----=:::::::::::~--------

As a general rule lbe outer part of the blade toward the
tip is lbe part that oeeds careful attention to detail and
),ou should spend time on this part. The inner, wider
part of lbe blade is less important and can be more
coarseJy formed, so you do not have to take so much
care here. Just ay to keep all the blades looking the
same, but do Dot worry so much about precision.

The area inside this arc is to be kept flat
for the hub of the blade assembly

The guideline that you measure from the leading edge
has to temlinate where it reaches the above Oat zone.
The guideline along the trailing edge connects la a
diagona.lline across the back and thence la the same
end point. See further e.\"]>lanation as follows.

R~ "ood from this.---.
side of the wOf1(..piece

Blade thickness
Having completed lbe above task creating the
\\;nd",ard or 'front' face of the blade, it is time to shave
the 'back' of it down until the blade bas the correct
thickness. At this point you are creating a tapered,
twisted plank, with no aerodynamic streamlining. ,

The guide!ine at the trsifmg edge runs out at this pofnt ""~:r:::
Draw a ~ne across to join
the end of the other gl.llde line.

P$$~dN/'1 ,¥,j/ / -89jf I
Remove the wood marked with hatdllng tines :

'A tapered, twisted ~ank'

hugh@scoraigwind,co,uk
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Shave \,,'ood off the unwanted corner on the back,
creating more corners, shave them off in turn
until a smooth curve is created. Take care that the
thickest point is not left as a flat spot nor cut to a
sharp summit. The thickest part should have a
very smooth and gentle cut"\'e. Avuid carving off
any wood in the 'Oat zone' described by a circle of
radius R2 from the root.

Do not cut the leading or trailing edges
themselves although you will wnrk right up to
them, from the back side this time. Take care not
to make the leading edge a sharp angle like the
trailing edge - it should be a coarse, blunt angle.
It can be a little more rounded than shown
accoming to taste. This mal' help to delay stall.

~~"".:.'11 II / I' .

Then cut a ne\\' face that connects this line to the
trailing edge, so U13t the trailing edge ends up sharp as
shown. The width of the trailing edge should be under
I mm. As you get close to the edge, clamp the bl.de
sideways in a vice with the edge uppemlOst, so that you
can see the light reOected off it and judge how much
more you can safely plane off. Use a ver)' small. sharp
plane for this job.

When the trailing edge has been cut like this, you can
then move on to curving off the back of the blade,
aiming for a shape like that shown above.

-----~----------""""7~ C£SIREOfltW. SHAJ'(, ....~t~.

The first stage before car\'ing it is to draw a centre line
along the back of the blades (shown as 50% line in the
diagrams above).

Mak sure that the thickness is roughly constant ocr"".
the work-piece so that the back face rou are cutting i
parnllelto Ule front face ~l)n ut in the previou age.

irfoil.h

The blades need to have a streamlined airfoil shape to
spin fast with the minimum of d.rag. Here i a picture
of a suit:lble shape:

•r
,

, -
VIEW OF BACK OF BLADE

LEADING EDGE

~
llilCKEST PART (3~UNE)

5'" UNE

!:Ir:, t-...

UNTbuCHEO
Tl-lICKNESS CUT GUIDEUNE

,
When carving Ule blade down to the correct thickness.
cut away wood beyond the guidelines to create a fuee
between these lines. Start with rough cuts and then
make it a nice straight face, using a plane where
possible. As you The leacing~ remllllS tmtouctl~

approach closer ~ - __-.-- _ j
to the lines _- -
themselves, you ------ ____
need to start to ,",---
check the actual _-__
thickness with
callipers. At this
stage }l)U can _ -::-
ignore the " ): ?
guidelines and c .... /:;.~.
c _--;-''- ThIs is ...".t tt1~lOCUS on •

, newty o.rt f1,oe
achieving the ~ took be.
correct thickness
at each station as
measured with
callipers direcUy.

Then cany the
line around
the corner and
diagonally
across the
back of the
work-piece to
join the end of
U,e I..,ding
edge guideline.

WIND TURBINE RECIPE BOOK NOVEMBER 2008 METRIC E0lT10N

When marking the guideline beside the trailing edge,
you will find that the line runs off the wood at some
stage as it approaches the root where the thickness is
greatest (see below). Draw the line as far as you can,
heading toward a point in space where the ne.xl
station's thickness would have been marked.

The lower drnwing with the hatched lines shows the
back of the wood where you must remove the surplus.

The blades do not even have to
be the correct thickness all the
way across their width. But by
to be as accurate as you can in
the area where they will finally
be thickest. Check the
thickness at each station at a
point 30% of the way from the
leading to the trailing edge as
shown right. This is where you
should IIse the callipers.

I' .' .....7.,"

I----- -------~
".......-.- \

thickest point

When the blades are completed
and you are happy that they are a
nice shape. then cut off any urplus
length that you mal' ha"e included
beyond the tip station. Use aWl)'
fine saw blade to cut it off, workin
inward toward the middle of the
piece from both edges. so as not to
splinter tht> wood.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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REAR VIEW

DISK I I FRONT F BLADES
L. I

Next draw more circles between the mounting holes
ond the outside of the disk, so os to layout the screw
holes evenly.

On one of these circles, you will take your compasses
and walk them around the circle to mark six equally
spaced points, Use three ofthese six points 10 mark out
the three lines where the blode.!llViU meet each other.
Avoid getting mounting holes or screws on the join
bellVeen blades. I(there are (our holes then the best
way to loy them out is to start exactly midway between
two of the mounting holes.

The plywood disks need to be pre-drilled with patlerns
of holes for the mounting studs and the s-mm screws
thot hold the blades together. Drill these holes with a
drill-press (pillar drill) if possible so to as keep Ihem
perpendiculur to U1C surface. Countersink them also.

Start lVilh the holes for Ihe long mounting studs, which
pass through Ihe blodes ond the magnet rotors in Ihe
alternator. Draw a circle on the centre orthe disk,
usi ng the some diameter as the large hole in the
magnet rotor. Now place a magnet rotor on top or the
disk, centring it on the circle you have just drawn.
Clamp Ihem together, and drill through the magnet
rotor holes so as to creatc an idcntical pattern or holes
in the plywood disk. Illaee some wooden woste behind
the disk~!o prevent domage os the drill bursts through.

I)imenslons o~l'ywoO(tl~ieces

l:w:b.IJ.w 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

~t~e:l!CSS 9 9 12 12 18 18
lJlllk

250 300 375 450dlnlOclur 200 200
Trinnglc

250 274 357 446 536 625lIltlc
SlolnlCJS

75@Itcel 30@ 40@ 50@ 60@ 60@
lWrcWJI 2Smm )Omm 30 30 SOmrn SO

I

Th. tool. of the] ,.,.,.
blad" flt logether
Ilk. thl, (s..n from '-'.J
the back).

disk on the b.ck (against the
alternator)

The blade assembly is held together by two plywood
plates that are screwed onto the front and the back of
Il,e assembly. The front piece is triangular and the
rear is a disk. ) like to use bireh plywood. Find
something tough and durable. Make sure it is
protected (rom the local weather conditions so it does
nOl 5u((er in heat, ultraviolet or changing humidity.
Metal (JIn also be used.

DETAJl. OF ROOT

trlllngle on the front
(Windward) sIde

-7.:...J:; _

AsSembled blad.s

The diagoOlIl
labelled "2W" is twice the length of the tip width W.

I
... I

I •,
w-

rh dimensions W
and Xore given in
Il,e toble of
dimensions of the
blodc blank templn!e
at th' beginning of
this section (Ilagc
16).

N \\' if) It hov ilo not
already don so you
musl ul Ihe lriongle oul
oflhe root oflh blad
so that there is 0 120
degree point on th end
of oeh hlode so thot
the)' 011 three ftl
together.

hugh@8coraigwind,co.uk
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LilY 0 hlade on the plywood in po,ilion, and draw the plywood down, and Ihe nd. orthe pie e "' h Id
,hope or its outline. Do this lhree times so you con se' down by lamp. 0 the edges orthe labl .
the ilreA where the blades tOll -h the 1>lywood.

You can dismantl ,the assembly for painling or
transport. If you wish to glue illog -ther lhcn you can
do so, bul IIle," is nu n 'cd for lhis. 11,e scr'w d·
togethcr assembly Is very slrong. In some c1imales,
plywood hllS os short lif ,and il may be n '. ry to
use metal or plaslic plales inslead. Ilul well painled
plywood IlISts well in most plac , ome people Ilk. to
fit a nosc~cone or 'spinner', Thi~ anlmprovt lht loo
of the turbine and prolecl th plywood.

rinally put the disk back onlo the rear of the a.scmbly
nnd screw it down using nU the screws.

Get 0 couple of friends to check that Yflur drill Is
vertical by holding sqnures in front of lI,em as shown
in the photo.

Wheo you are happy thatlhe luyoul is. ymm trical nIl
the plywood disk is perfectly cenlred, fix Ih disk down
with a ~'w scrcws (soy 3 pcr blade), bearing in mind
thal it will be removed later.

Now turn the assembly ha k over llnd mark the
positions of the mounting holes as follows. Placing the
lip of a drill in each hole in th plywood disk, drill ju t
a small dimple in the blade roots at each hole position.
Remove the disk so lhot you can drill 'clearance' hol
eentr d on the dimpl's. The clearance holesshould be
alleast 25% larger diameler Ihun Ihe mounting slud.,
and go righl through the blades and outlhrough th
Iriaogle. Thc studs will be a light fit in the plywood
disk, but there is no virtue in making them 3 tight fit in
the whole assembly. Drill the clearance holes
perpendicular 10 Ihc plywood surface while resting the
plywood on some scrap moteriolso thalthe drill does
not burst out and damllge the surface.

Cenlre the Illywood di,k on the ar you drew to defin
the nat ar -a (radiu•• R.2). Moke ,ur thot the blod
lips afC cClually spa ed aparl.

Turn lhe assembly over and fillhe plywood Iriangle to
the fronl permanenlly, with all i screws. Support the
blade tips so lhat alllhree blades are I vel whil doing
this.

~ 0

0
0

0

0

LINE ARALLEL
TO H DGES

0
0 0

0
0

0
0

WALKING THE
COMPASSES ALONG

THE LINE

Or you can use a length of wood bridging right across
the loble. 11,e centre of lhe piece or wood holds lhe

Do nol drill the larger mounting holes in the triangle
nllhis slage, but do consider the circles where these
holes will bc, so as 10 avoid putting Screws there.
Agnin avoid milking screw holes too near 10 lit edges
of the blades. Draw some parollelline, and layout a
nenL pattern or screw holes on the triangle.

rind a table or olh r surface large cnough to lay lhe
blades out on face down with Iheir 120 degree roots
meeling althc centre. Clamp the plywood disk lightly
on top. (fthe blades are laid on a pallet or on lhe join
belwccn two lobles lhcn ou can use G c10m 5......

Drill clearance holes for the screws (holes large enough
llwt the screws puss through without catching the
pl)'\\lood) ond countersink them so the screw heads arc
nush with the plywood.

Now set the COl11fl:lSSCS to Ihe desired spacing of the
sc,'c\,/s (soy 2.5 mm), and wulk around the arcs lh:lt you
have drawn, to mork a pattern of hole positions. Avoid
lllilkillg scruw holes vcry near 10 the edges of Lhe
blnde,.

,
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Ih~ n)lccnulw:
The alternator consists of one or two magnet-rotors
that turn with the blades, and a stator that is mounted
on a stationary frame. The first item to select when
building the mechanical parts of the alternator is a
bearing hub to support the spinning magnet rotors and
blades,

The photo shows a yaw
bearing pipe with a steel
plale on lop, The C
sl13ped arc of pipe
provides a support for
\\~res tha11)aSS down the
hole at the centre of the
yaw pipe. The wires will
be secured to this
support with cable ties that prevent them moving and
chafing.

Choosing a hub.
A wheel bearing hub from a car or van is a good choice
for a wind turbine alternator. The smaller machines
normally use a car or trailer hub with four holes (wheel
studs) on a 4 inch or 100 mm circle. The larger three
machines could use bearings from a van with maybe
five or size holes in the flange. The bearings arc a
potential source of problems, especially on high wind
siles, so it pays 10 get 0 good bearing hub,

Some people prefer 10 make sliding contacls (brushes)
instead of .Howing the cables 10 Iwisl like this, If the
slip·rings and brushes are vcry well made and properly
we:1ther-sealed then this can be a good alternative. I
would recommend a more precisely fitting bearing in
such cases. But a crude yaw bearing with hanging
wires will function vel)' well for years without attention
on a good site where the wind is not too turbulent.
Simple solutions are often the best oncs. On turbulent
sites this system can still work prO\~ded there is a plug
and socket to allow unhV'isting of the cable when
necessary.

Wiring is again VClY simple and crude. Wires from the
alternator arc passed through a hole at the centre of
the yaw bearing cap and allowed to hang the length of
the tower. It is important to use sturdy but flexible
wires and anchor them securely. Le3VC j] nice loop of
slack at the bottom end. On a good wind power site
they will twist up only gradu;llly over a period ofyears.

This style of Y:lW be3ring is crude but effective. The
sloppy fit is no problem. More sophisticated bearings
tend to fail :md seize up. And the friction damping of
the crude bearing is beneficial in reducing idle yawing
motion in light winds that can lead la problems with
twisting up the wiring to the ground.

ALTERNATOR

BLADES

TOWER

PARTS OF lliE
WIND nJRBINE

For heavy turbines it is a good idea to
also cap the inner pipe with 3 circular
steel washer to provide a larger
beoring surface, Or simply 10 place
one or two washers on top of this
tower top stub, The ouler pipe fits
over this tower top stub and rotates
freely,

The III nor pIpe takes a cntlcal load, especlOlly on
turbulent sites where a speeding rotor yaws sharply
ond ereates high gyroscopic bending forces, Find pipes
with thick waUs for Ute lower lOp stub,

Here are the recommended sizes of
steel pipe expressed as 'nominal bore'
sizes in inches with the overall
diameter for each nominal size.

The yaw bearing consists of two pieces of sleel pipe
one inside lhe other. The smnllcr, inner onc is a short
stub welded to the tower lop. You need to weld a heavy
piece of 1>latc ucross the lop of the larger outer pipe.
'111C plate bears on the top orthe tower stub and
prevents the turbine from slipping down. You will
need to keep this contact surface well greased. to wet
places it is worth keeping the rain out of the yaw
bearing.

TIle ynw bcnriDI:

As Lhe wind direction changes. the wind turbine has to
swivel or 'yaw' on the tower top to face the wind and
catch its power. The 'yaw bearing' is the interface
between the turbine and the tower.

l1,ere are drawings of the heads of 011 the Iypes of
turbine on poges 64 ond 65 allhe back of the book,

Mechlnlcs

YAW BEARING PI PE SIZES
DI.<I>lw: 4' 6 - 10' 12 - 1.4'

~'[ l" NOMINAL ..
2.5" NOM.1.5 NOM.

TOP STUB 33,4 mm ~8,3mm 73 mm (76)
OlTrER l.25" NOM, 2" NO~HNAl. 3" NOMINAl.
YAW PIPE 42,3 mm 60,3 mm 88,omm

, , ' , ,
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Mngnctl:J1lor disks
The smallest turbine has just one disk. The
1800 has two steel disks. but only one has
magnets fitted to it.
See dra",..ings on page 64.

All the other turbines use two magnet disks
They have magnets arranged radially as
shown on the left

Tapered roller bearing.co are easy to dismantle for
cleaning. Remove the dust cap and the hig nut. The
hub and bearings will slide apart. Aftereleaning with
petrol/gasoline, grease liberally but do not pack 100%
with grease. Reassemble the hub and tighten the nut.
Slacken the nut until ittums freely without perceptible
play. Lock the nut \"'th a pin.

Mounting-stud sizcs for the smaJler three turbines
should be ID-mm diameter (M 10 thread), but the
Jargerones should be 12 or 14 mm. If the existing
holes arc too small, then drill them out to a larger size.
If they arc too large then you can usc larger studs or
find suit~lble pipe to act as bushes. Measure the hole
spacing (pitch circle diameter or PCD) with great care,
and make a drawing. Order the steel disk from
someone with a profile cutting machine. Bear in mind
that lOO-mm and 4" PCD are both common Si7.eS, and
are not the same!

If this is impossible then by all means use oxy
acetylene, and then drill the plates out by placing them
on the wheel hub and drilling through the hub's holes.
Never attempt to drill the hole by measuring and
marking the hole positions. This is never accurate.
Drill through the existing holes in the hub, placing a
bolt in each hole after you have drilled it.

The disks have to be made of steel, not aJuminium,
pl)'\I/Qod or stainless steel, as none of these have Ule
right magnetic properties. Disks can be name-cut. or
sheared in polygonal form with a guillotine, but these
days, in the developed world, it is best la have them cut
out by a specialist CNC profile cutting machine with a
plasma arc. water jet or laser. This is very tidy. and
should not be expensive. One advantage is Ulat you
can have the mounting holes cut very precisely.

Take care to make the central hole large enough to
clear the hub comfortably so that the disk sits nat on
the hub nange. In some cases it is best to fit one disk 10
ti,e back of the hub nange, bUllhis is not easy uoless
the flange has been machined at the back. In some

•

STEEL DISK SIZES mm
Turbine ~ 2 a
cHarnel£[
DIAMETER 230 250 300
THICKNESS 6 6 8
~ ill ~ 1.<1sliamcl£r
DIAMETER 350 400 450
THICKNESS 10 10 10

WIND TURBINE RECIPE BOOK NOVEMBER 2008 METRIC EDITION

Trailer hubs are a convenient choice because they arc
new items and can often be bought (Tom the intcrnel.
Make sure that you get a stub shaft to go with the hub.
The base of the stub shaft is often a simple 'spindle' or
enlarged shaft, that has to be welded into a large hole
cut in the alternator frame. It is easy to cut large holes

in steel with a
suitable high
quality hole
saw,

Bearing hubs are usually scaled, but this is a mixed
blessing. The rubber seal
keeps out dirt and
moisture, but makes the
bearing stiff to turn. Some
people on low-wind sites
prefer to remove the seal,
because the turbine is more
productive in low winds
without one. I-Iowever this
is likely to shorten the life
of the bearing.

Car and Viln hubs are available from scrap yards in all
shapes and sizes. The main thing la look for is a
simflle mounting allhe re'lf - ideally anal nange aL
the base of the stub shaft, that can be bolted directly to
the turbine alternator frame. Ifpossiblc, get a simple
hub, without an integral brakcdum. The brakedrum
needs to be removed. Often it is only held in place by a
small screw, and you can knock it off with a hammer
once this has been removed. In some cases it is an
integral part of the hub and has to be cut off witl' a
grinder and a cutting disk, cutting in a rough circle or a
square, just outside the circle of wheel-stud holes. Take
care not to bum out the grinder.

The photo shows a van wheel hub (left) and its stub
axle shaft with tapered roller bearings (right).

TI,e photo
shows a small
trailer hub,
,,'hose
axle/shaft is
welded into a

•suspension
unit. You should buy a 'loose stub axle' and weld it
into the alternator frame in a similar fashion. YOll can
knock Ollt the wheel studs \"'th a hammer, and mount
the magnet rotors on it, in place of 3 wheel, The single
rotor of the 1200 turbine has to mount on a true
surface on the back of the flange.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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as the hub ils If nn
be: rt'\-crscd on its haft,
butthi has
irnplict'ltion for seals
and dust covers.

Drill and tap one of the
di ks in three places so
that you can use
jacldng screws. See
pages 45 and 48 for
more 8 sembly details.

J '\ ~

-

_STATOR

'-._ MAGNET
ROTOR

You should tl)' 10 keep the magnet rotors close 10 the
fr:lme so as to keep the statal" mounts short, and this
cnn :lffcct how far forward you mount the shan
Sometimes it's belter to pass the shan through the fl~lt

surface, and to bolt the flange on from behind.

If Ihe shaft has a spindle ralher than a flange then ),OU

can make a big hole into the same flat sluface using a
hole saw and weld in the spindle. Or ifyou have no
saw, ),ou can grind out two semicircular hollows in the
two pieces of angle (B and C below) prior to welding
them together.

A

.,-- B,C---'

WELDING SETUP FOR SHAFT

X is the distance of Ute shaft centre from the upright
piece.

Cut the 4 pieces A, B, C and D. Weld Band C logether
in a c1lannel. A and D go on Ihe ends. Take care 10
make U,e T square and s)'lllmetrical. The slalor
mounting faces must be in the same plane. Lay the
frame face down on Ihe bench while welding

IlIlhe case of the 3000 diameter lurbine the hub might
be larger, so )'OU ma), have 10 spread Band C apart
instead.

FRAME DIMENSIONS INCHES- 50 X 50 X 6 ANGLE
'n Ila 1800 2 00 000

Len thofu ri hlA 319 353 411
Channel ieces B,C 187 216 267
End bracket D 100 100 100-130
Position of shaft X SS 65 82

The ,800
3000 turbines
use a T shaped
frame for 3
slalor mounts.
Their stators
have 9 coils, and
hence3
mounting
points.

1\'1ake sure that the stub shaft is central in the
alternator frame and mounted exactly square to it. Use
spacers to keep the spindle square to the frame while
tack welding. The spacers should be chosen to allow
clearance for any magnet rotor and nuts behind the
hub fl:mge.

Start with three
small lacks,
bearing in mind
that sleel
contracts as it
cools. If it is not
lacked on
square, then
grind off the
tacks and try
again.

...L.jOS1,;AFT

STATOR
"'OUNTlNGS

STUOS

HUB

MAGNET_
ROTOR.

STATOR

ALTERNATOR FOR SMALLEST TURBINE

Frames for all the
other turbines ore
made from angle
section steel, in aT
orBn H
shape,
depending
on the
number of
slator
mounting
points.

If the shaft has a
flange, then you can
bolt this flange onto
the flat surface.

The stalor
mounts
are tbe
short
studs with
nuts in the
drd\ving. The rolors
and blades will
mount on the longer
studs in the hub. Two
pieces of sleel angle
make a channel
section with :l flat
surface in the
middle.

The altemator frame supports Ihe slub shaft that
carries the hub. 11 also supports the stalor. The frame
in turn is upported by the yaw bearing. The centre of
the llhe-rnatar needs to be offset sideways from the
centre of the yn\\' bearing (} as to make the turbine
yaw away from the wind (under the control of the
furling tail d cribed lalcr).

The fTame of the
smaJlest turbine is
simply a small
backplate, because
th slator mounts
are at the centre.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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The larger
turbines with l2
coils have 4 stator
mounls and the
frame is H
shaped. The
channel (ormed
by tJle two pieces
of angle has to be
wide enough la
encompass the
hub, which often
means that a gap
appears between
the two pieces of
angle as in the
drawing below.

G
0 0

,

H

,
0 0

•

Hole In
stetI

frame for
wires

through
v.w

bQnng

'nte alternator frame is either tilted slightly (4 deg...",.)
or cantilevered forward (or both) so as to achieve
ample clearance between the blade tips and Ihe tower.
On turbulent sites it is not uncommon for gyroscopic
forces to push the blade tips back toward the lower
during sudden yaw movements.

The alternator frame must be strongly welded to the
yaw bearing. The shaft centre must be offset to one
side to suit the furling system.

OFFSET DISTANCE LATERALLY FROM
ALTERNATOR CENTRE TO YAW CENTRE IN mm
D!d.tinc dioOlClC[ 12.0..0. J.8.D..a
OFFSET 60 '00. . = 3Wlll ;J.4ll.Q

OFFSET 1 0 200 2 0

1200 machine
The (rame o(the
smallest machine
is vcI')' simpl,>, a
length of steel
angle (50 x 50 x 6
mm) that
su pports the
alternator
backplane at one
end, ~llld the tail
hinge 3tthe other.

Overnlllength is
206mm. The
alternator end is
cut off al approx
30 degree angle as
shown on Ule nc.;d page (30 mm off S(IUare).

80 0
280 ~o:e-------l

oX oX6ANCLE
600 200

In the above view the shaft flange is fitted to the back
of U,e I1 frame, and the shaft passes through the frame.
This is a good way to keep the stator mounting studs
short where the shaft is long. Another trick is to
mount Lhe rear magnet rotor on the back orthe hub
flange. You can adjust the position ofthe magnet
rotors relative to the frame in various other ways. for
example you can use nuts as spacers between the
frame and the shaft flange or between Ute hub flange
and the magn t rotor. I like to run the back magnet
rotor close to the steel (rame so as to keep the slalor
1110unts as short as conveniently possible.

FRAME DIMENSIONS
• " . .

C
H
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The top pllllo u( Iho YIIW bOlll'in~, noed. 11 cl'nl,ul hole
(0' w!l'lng, The pinto exlend heyond Ihe y"w pipe
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Tllt" tail is.\ plywood vane bolted la steel flat bArs on a
steel pipe. ',Vind pressure on the tail pushes it
b~ J...··ward tlnd thcl'Cby makes lhe turbine face the
"ind. pivoting on its yaw bearing. However the tail
does much more t.han simply push lhe turbine around
to (TIce the wind. The tail also allows the turbine to furl
Oul of stronger winds and protect itself from overload.

TIle alternator frame is mounted onto the yaw bearing
off·cc.nlrc. in order to create a 'yawing moment' that
tends 10 swivclthe turbine around sidewAys to the
wind. The tail is deliberately angled a Uttle to the
oPl)osite side in order to balance this tendency and to
keep the turbine facing squarely into the wind under
most conditions.

TOP VIEW OF
WIND TURBINE

THE TAIL
YEILDS TO

ALLOW THIS
3!DE-FURLlNG

TO TAKE
PLACE

WIND BLOWS
TURBINE AWAY
TO THE SIDE
(YAWS IT)

AlTERNATOR
IS OFFSET TO
ONE SlDE

I
--./
! TAll 1$ ANGLED

TO THE OTHER
SlOE TO
BALANCE THAT

When the machine is furling. the blades continue to
him and produce power, but if rated power is exceeded
the hlrbine will furl, that is to say it will yaw away from
facing the wind directly, so as to prevent overload.
Ultimately the tail can swing into a position that is
close to paraHel to the blades, aHowing the blades to
swing edge-on to the \vind direction and escape from
its violence.

Furling works well to limit the power and speed so
long as the turbine is connected, but it will not prevent
a disconnected turbine from over-speeding.

TI,e inclined hinge
The tail is mounted on a very simple hinge, built from
two pipes in much the same way as the yaw bearing.
The inner pipe of the tail hinge is attached to the outer
pipe of tile yaw bearing at an angle of 20 degrees to the
vertical. See pipe sizes in the table on the next page.

THE TAIL IN
THE FULLY
FURLED
POSITION IS
RAISED

As the wind gets stronger, the thrust force on the
blades increases but so does the force on the tail, so the
wind turbine keeps facing the wind squarely.

The tail has to have a large enough area to control the
blades and overcome their tendency to turn away or
the turbine will never be able to face the wind. This is
a separate consideration from the furling design. For
correct furling, what matters is the weight of the tail
and its length. By making the tail heavier you can
delay the furling and drive the turbine harder in
stronger winds. A turbine with a light tail will furl
sooner and have an easier life, but produce less.
Neither will make any difference in low winds
however.

The tail is mounted on a hinge that allows it to swing
away from its nOnllal position when the wind exceeds
a certain thrust force. At the chosen level of wind
thrust, the tail can no longer hold the turbine facing
squarely into the wind. It swings sideways and slightly
upward. allowing the turbine to face away from the
wind. As the turbine swings to tile side, the wind
thrust is diminished, and so tile furling motion of the
tail stops, and an equilibrium is established that limits
the thrust force of the wind on the machine.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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OI......'ETER r

800M LENGTH A ~~~7--+-~:'--t-~:'--j
Diameter B
HINGE OlITER C
Diameter D
HINGE INNER E
Diameter F

Turhine diameter 1

BOOM LENGTH A 800

Diameter B ""-_f--",,,,8,,,.'--t-"-:-~--i
HlNGE OlITER C tOO

Diameter D -=,--+_6"07.~-t--==''-I
HINGE INNER E 200
Diameter F ",8.:.1---'_ ='--'

HIHQ: u.!oVt
lENGTH

\
OIAMETt.R o-t"'\

STEEL PlfE DIMENSIONS FOR TAIL mm

Thil bOQm
TAIL 800M DIMENSIONS

Weld the inner pipe of the hinge (E) onto the raw pipe
securely because it has been a common weak point,
especially with beginners' welding and when the blades
are out ofbal3J1Ce and the tail starts to bounce about.
Start by welding a cross piece of 30-mm flat bar to the
inner pipe of the hinge. positioned 85 mm from the
end so as to gh'c lhe desired 20 degree tilt.

The hinge is not fixed to
the downwind (back) side
of the raw bearing, but
about mid-way between
the back and the side. (55
degrees off downwind.)

Then weld this inner pipe to the yaw bearing outer
pipe near its bottom, and finally add two cheek pieces.

The axis of one
pipe is directly
above the a.xis of
the other one.

A good way to set it up for
welding is to prop the
frame of the machine up
on the bench or the floor at
55 degrees to the
horizontal. Then weld the
tail hinge pipe on
in a vertical plane
above the yaw
bearing pipe.
judging this by eye
ifrou like.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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11,. onter pipe of the hinge (the moving part Cl needs
o cap ofsleel plate on top that can rest on the top of the
lnner pipe.. and also to keep rain out of the bearing so
tll grease does not wash onl. Weld a piece of plate on
there tllking care not to spread slag into the inside
where it can foul up the smooth motion of the hinge.

~
The tail should only move through about 100 degrees
of swing. You will need to create stops that li mit the
range of movement.

The larger turbines require stops to be welded on to
the hinge outer that prevent the tail swinging too
far down, and a stop between the boom and the yaw
pipe to prevent it swinging too far up into the blade, It
is easiest to fit and adjust all of these stops by
assembling the turbine with the tail at the correct angle
as shmvu on the next a e.

,
Notch in pipe

to restrict
range of swing

The notch drops over ti,e edge of
the steel angle that supports the
hinge inner pipe.

The Tail for the smallest turbine

The smallest turbine's tail can be dealt with by cutting
a notch in the outer pipe of the tail hinge.

A

f

-

G

I ,_

J ,

Tail vane and brackets

,

You can make the tail vane any
shape you like the look of so
long as it is roughly the overall
size specified in the table, If the
area is too sman then the vane
will not be able to hold the
blades to face the wind in low
winds, The weight of the tail
controls the way the turbine
behaves in stronger winds too,
so I suggest that you use the
sizes listed below,

Some people like to make Quite complex shapes, but
you must bear in mind that the wind turbine is seen as
a whole and the shape must work together with the
blades to produce a coherent aesthetic design.

Weld the end of tile boom to the hinge onter at an
angle of 0 degrees. A few ex'1:ra gussets wil1 bring
peace of l11ind~ as this is a highly stressed connection,
especially for blade diameters above 3 metres. In the
case of the 1800 turbine you can just flatten the end of
the boom 0 bit and cnt it at a 70 degree angle. but the
larger turbines have long tans that put quite a strain on
the 48 mm pipe, Shape the boom end to fit the hinge
pipe neatly, and add some triangular bracing pieces to
reinforce the join.

I

Turbine diameter 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

Tail vane area G X H 20x50 cm 400x100cm 50x120 cm 70x130 cm 70x 170cm 90x 200cm
thickness of plywood 6mm 6mm 6mm 9mm 6mm 9mm
Flat bar section mm B x 30 8 x30 B x 30 B x 30 6x50 6 x 50

Length of each One at Two at Two at Two at Two at Two at
ftatbar lug 20 cm 30 cm 30cm 40 cm 50 cm 60cm

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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The high end stop

Weld a piece of flat steel bar to the side of the boom so
as to prevent the tail from swinging too close to the
blades.

10 degree angle

The low end stop

This determines where the tail will normally sit.
Restrain the tail in a position where it makes an angle
of 110 degrees approximately to the back of the
alternator frame and tack weld a piece of flat bar onto
the tail hinge outer pipe. The end of this flat bar must
rest against the yaw bearing outer pipe in such a way
that the tail cannot swing further down than this low
end position. Remove the tail and weld the stop on
securely.HIGH END STOP

WELDED TO TAIL
COMES AGAINST
THEYAWPIPE

\

'\

TAIL FULLY FURLED

-
110 degrees

(It's good to weld a little
'safet)' catch' to the yaw pipe
above this point of contact so
as to prevent that tail from
slipping upward and off its
hinge when in this full)'
furled position. This is
especially hand)' when you
are using the tail to support a
large turbine while fitting the
blades before erecting the
tower.

The high end stop is a piece of flat steel bar welded to
the side of the tail pipe. Wl,en the tail is fully furled,
the bar contacts the yaw pipe, and prevents the tail
from swinging too close to the blades.

LOW END STOP

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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lleclrlcs

The slator is then mounted between the magnet rotors,
so that the magnetic flux from each magnet passes
through the centre of each coil in turn.

The magnets are first glued to the surface of a steel
disk and then cast in resin and glass fibre as well, so as
to protect them from damage and hold them from
fl)'ing off the rotor.

Voltage alone is not the same as power. If there is no
external circuit connected to the coils, or if the voltage
is too low for battery charging, the magnet rotors spin
freely, because no energy is being converted. Under
these conditions the blades can become noisy due to
running faster than they are designed to run.
When a circuit is connected then current in the coils
creates magnetic forces that interact with the magnets
to oppose the motion of the blades.

Power is the rate at which energy is produced. The
electrical output of the turbine will depend mainly on
the strength of the wind and the size of the blades. The
blades produce mechanical energy that is converted to
electricity by the alternator. A powerful alternator will
not help ifthere is not enough mechanical power.

Current manifests itself as torque (resistance to
turning). Voltage is proportional to speed. Voltage
combined with current amounts to electrical energy
being produced. Speed combined Vo."ith torque are the
ingredients of the mechanical power you need to put in
(using the blades) so as to get electrical power out. In
both cases, power is measured in watts, and if
sustained it will deliver energy in Watt-hours or
kilowatt-hours.

Ifyou connect the output wires together in a 'short
circuit' then there Vo."iH be a high current that produces
a large torque that slows the blades dramaticall)'.
Short circuiting the stator like this can be useful for
'braking' the turbine. The very high torque will usually
stall the blades and kill their speed, bringing them
down to a very slow and feeble mode of operation that
is ideal when you are raising and lowering the tower or
even for parking the turbine if the battery is fulI.

Some energy is lost in the conversion process, due to
the electrical resistance of the wires in the coils, and
this lost energy also heats the coils. In low winds there
is very little energy loss in the alternator. In higher
winds the larger currents will ultimately burn the coils
out unless the turbine furls and protects itself. The
statal' is very exposed to the wind and is cooled by it,
enabling it to survive higher power conversion than it
could if it were confined in an enclosure.

'- -

I- -
f- ~

~ '-

The stator is the name for the
assembly of coils. Here is a
photo of a coil. It is made b)'
winding turns of enamelled
copper wire. The coils are
connected together and then
placed in a mould and cast in
polyester or vinyl ester resin.

Encrgj,l COnltersiQll

TIle alternator is very simple. The
magnets are mounted on steel disks
(01agn t rotors) that tum with the blades
on the same hub. In most cases there are
two magnet rotors. The magnets are
arranged facing each other. There is a
slTOng magnetic flux in the space beh-....een
them. The poles of the magnets are their
largest faces. The steel disks behind them
complete the magnetic 'circuit' between
the back poles of the magnets.

An)' change in the magnetic flux passing through a coil
will induce a voltage in that coil. More rapid
movement, or stronger flux induces a higher voltage in
each turn of each coil. These three factors detennine
the voltage produced b)' the coil as a whole:

• rpm,
• flux, and
• the Dumber of coil turns.

At low rpm, the coils wiII produce a low voltage. When
the turbine reaches a certain 'cut-in' speed, the voltage
becomes high enough to charge a battery. Onl)' when
the speed is above cut-in can the stator feed current
into tbe batte,y. Below that speed the blades spin
freely without any restraining torque. The same is true
if the battery becomes disconnected.

Choosing wire size and number Qiturns Q&r coil
The number of turns per coil aDd the wire size have
been carefully chosen so as to make the coils fit exactly
into the stator. The number oftums controls the
voltage produced at the desired cut in rpm. A 12-volt
alternator needs only about half as many turns per
coils as a 24-vo1t one working Vo."ith the same blades (at
the same rotational speed).

If the number of tums is too small for the chosen
battery, then the blades will overspeed while tl)<ing to
reach the cut in rpm. If the number of turns is too
many then the alternator Vo."ill start to charge the
battery at a very low speed, and will exert too much
torque, preventing the blades from reaching their best

huqh@scoraigwind.co.uk



The altemators in this book
are all 'three-phase'. The
stators contain three groups
of coils that produce the
same voltage but at different
times. 3 phase stators make
better use of the space
between the magnets, and
also deliver a smoother
oUlput.

~ iL--------'...-----'-=-----,
~

Three-phasesr~

Each coil will produce an 'alternating' (AC) voltage as
the alternating magnet poles pass over it (north, south,
north, south, etc). A graph of how this voltage varies
over time looks like this (sine wave):
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speed. This can lead to stalling of the blades and hence voltages implies a very small number of turns of very
very little power. So it is important to have the correct thick wires in each coil that can become clumsy to
number of turns to suit the chosen blade size and handle. With parallel connection onc can use thinner
battery voltage. More on page 54· wire. And the problem of parasitic cUlTents can be

dealt with by a special rectifier on board the wind
turbine (see '12-volt stators' below).

In some cases for 12 volts. the stator's coils
will be connected in parallel rather than in
series so as to reduce the wire size needed
in the coils (see '12-volt stators' below).

Very thick wires are clumsy to handle, so beyond a
certain point it makes more sense to wind the coils
with several wires 'in hand' instead ofjust one. lfyou
are winding with two wires in hand then you will need
to have the wire on two reels, and feed ,.-- ~

them both inlo the coil winder at once.
Two thinner wires make less of a lump in
the finished stator as they cross over the
coils coming out of the middle.

The wire sizes given here are the thickest wire that you
can easily fit into the coil with the chosen number of
turns. Thicker \vires gets less hot when carrying
current, and wastes less power. A 12-voll alternator
will need to handle twice as much current as a 24-volt
one (for the same power) but because the wires in the
coils are shorter and thicker the heating of the coils is
just the same. (The wires from the turbine to the
battery will also need to be much thicker to prevent
excessive loss, and here you do need more copper for
12 than for 24-vo1t systems because they have to go
just as faL)

SIgtQr wiring connections
Each coil will produce a voltage. but tl,e voltage of the
whole stator depends on how the coils are connected
together. There are various options for connecting
things together

ANlS><ANlS><AI'IISH

I

r;t
I[ Ill.'

FINISH FINISH ANISH

(There is another scheme called 'delta' but I prefer to
avoid this because again it allO\ys parasitic currents
in the coils.)

In star connection, all three starts are connected
together as shown above. The output wires are the
three finishes. In most cases the best connection
scheme is series/star. An example with six coils is
shown below:

The besl scheme for
connecting the
three-phase coils
together is called

'star' (also known
as 'wye')
connection.

START ANISH

SERIES CONNECTION
START ANISH

PARAllEL CONNECTION

START FINI HIn parallel connection, both of
the starts are connected
together and so are both of the
finishes. The resulting voltage
is the same as one coil, but by
sharing they can carry twice
the current.

A coil has two ends: the start
and the finish. Coils can be
connected together in series or
in parallel as shown below. In
series, the finish of one coil
connects to the start of the
next. The voltages of the coils
add together to produce a
double voltage between start
and finish of the pair.

Jprefer to connect coils in series. There is a problem
with using parallel connections in a hand-made
alternator. Inevitably the oUlput voltage from each coil
will be slightly different. These differences lead to
parasitic currents benyeen the coils that waste power.
But series connections benveen coil for low battery

Coils 1 and 4 are in the same phase. so they are series
connected. The other two phase groups are 2&5, 3&6.
For larger alternators there may be three or four coils
in each phase, for a total of nine or twelve coils in the
stator.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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prevents the battery (rom discharging
into the stalor.

·n,. CQils

Use enamelled copper wire to wind the
coils. This is often called 'magnet wire' or
'winding wire', Grade 2 (which is good
for up to 200 degrees C) is ideal, but
lower grade is probably adequate. The
clear enamel coating on the wire insulates
it from its neighbours in the coil.

The table below suggests wire sizes and numbers of
turns for a variety of battery voltages and turbine sizes.
In some cases J recommend two wires in hand
(marked 2@... ) to avoid clumsy wire sizes, but feel free
to use a single wire hvice the weight and likewise feel
free to substitute hvo wires of half the weight for oU,er
cases, ifyou wish to. Thick \\1 res make a lump as they
cross over the coil and this makes the stator thicker.

The price of copper is rather high at the time of
writing, but U,e best deals can be got by buying about
20 kg in a reel. In Europe the 'vire is specified by its
outer diameter of copper (unlike electrical wiring
which is listed by cross-sectional area of copper in sq
mm). In the USA and some other countries the wire is
sized by American wire gauge (AWG). Adding 3to any
AWG size reduces the weight of the wire to one half.
Multiplying a metric size by 0.71 reduces its weight by
half. (see tables on page 56)

d1scharglngcharging
~

I

• • •
!charge

atter) load
Isource

DC
POSITIVE

•
DC

NEGATIVE..

To produce a DC output (direct current which does not
alternate) for charging a battery you have to connect
the three AC phases to a 'bridge rectifier'.

Batteries are chemical
devices that store energy.
There is a vohage between
the terminals but it is pretty
steady, not alternating like
the voltage hetween the ends
of a coil. To charge a battery
wiUl energy yOll have to force
a current of electric charge to pass into the positive
terminal of the battery and out of the negative. As the
battery discharges, this energy is used, forcing current
out of the positive terminal and through any loads that
you choose to connect across its tenninals. In both
cases these DC currents return to their source because
there can be no current vvithout a complete circuit. lo
some cases the wind turbine can feed current directly
through the loads, and the battery will not even have to
participate. But usually there will be a mismatch
between the supply and the demand that is
accommodated by the battery.

A 3-PHASE
BRIDGE

RECTIFIER

1I r1

12-uoIW!llors marke<e
In most cases rhave marked the 12 volt stators with an
asterisk· denoting that these stators are not series
conoected like the others.

SPECIAL RECTIFIER
FOR 12-VOLT STATORS

..

Turbine diamele!: 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
Weiaht of wire 1.5~ 2.6~ 3~ 5~ 5~ 7~
12-V diam(mml 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7
Turns Der coil 76 130* 73* 90* 80* 100*
24-V diam(mm) 1.06 1.5 2@1.5 2@1.6 2@1.8 2@1.8
Turns oer coil 140 110 45 55 37 45
48-V diamlmml 0.75 1.06 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.8
Turns Der coil 270 220 90 110 75 90

WINDY BOY INVERTERS WINDY BOY 0.85 0.9 .95
140 - 350V INPUT (for grid) Turns per coil 400 300 250

The little arrow symbols in the diagram represent
diodes - devices that only allow current io the
direction of the arrow. The bridge nehvork of diodes
ensures that current can only go one way in the DC
circuit. The bridge converts AC into DC and also

For 12 volts series connected the wires become very
clumsy. I therefore propose a parallel connection for

these stators.
To avoid
parasitic
currents, J
recommend
that you use
a separate
pair of
diodes for
each coil.
This means
placing the
rectifier on
the wind
turbine.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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There are many pros and cons la this arrangement, but
overall it works best for 12 volt systems. 12-voll wiring
needs to be very heavy to reduce the losses of power
inherent in the high currents required. Using two DC
wires is more efficient than three AC wires. It is 110t
hard la cool a rectifier up there in the wind. BUllhc
rectifier on the turbine is harder to inspect and repair
if necessa.)'. See also page 48 for how 10 mount this.

The short-circuit brake is also morc complex, because
you have to disconnect the batte.)· before you connect
the two wires to each other (see clo switch in diagram
on page 36).

Mokiua..t1l~coil wine/1lI:

yage 37

because you will use
it to drill through
two layers of
plywood.

The simplest way to
mark U,e hole
patlern accurately is
to work near the
corner of a sheet of plywood. Use a square riding on
the edges of the plywood to draw pnrallellies. Keeping
a distance of about 70 mm from each edge. draw two
parallel lines 40 mm apart in one direction, and then
two lines 24 mm apart at right llngles to the first two.
making an accurate rectangle. Your hole centres for the
pins will be at the four corners where the lines meet.

J

1

40

..

....,.

0-

".

I

10
•

I

" 0I -

.-0 0
L~J

You will also need to make a
spacer that keeps the two cheek
pieces the correct distance apart.
This should be 13 mm thick (9.5
mm for the 1200 turbine). You
can adjust the thickness if the
first coil altempt does nol fil the
stator. It needs to have a 10 mm diameter hole at the
exact centre. The shape is not too critical but
rectangular 30 x 40 mm with corners cut to At belween
the pins is ideal.

Make deep V notches as shown. Cut these through
both disks. They need to bottom out between the Ilins
so that you can reed a tie-wire or a cable tie under U'e
turns of the coil.

Cut out the two circles with ajigsaw. Place the marked
disk on top of the other and centre them. Using a drill
press, make the five holes neat and square, Uuough
both disks. Make sure therc is some waste wood
underneath so that thc drill does not burst out at the
back. Mark the disks so that the)· can bc reassembled
in the same way in future. This will milke it easier to fit
the I'ins and to ensure that UleY are parallel.

30 ..,

Next draw diagonals to find the centre. Carefully
punch this centre and each of the corners with a centre
punch. Draw the overall circle (radius about 60 mm)
on the centre point. Draw another identical circle for
the other disk next to it. Only one disk needs to be
marked with hole positions.

Start each hole by lifting the plywood so as 10 fit the tip
of the drill into a
punched hole, then
bring the drill down so
the disks lie flat on the
lable and drill through.
Slart by drilling
diagonally opposite
corners, inserting a pin
in each so as to prevent
the disks from moving
r lative to each other
before the next hole is
drilled.

PIPE
HANDLE

TEE
PIPE

5T'A"ND MADE FROM STEEL ANGLE

r~OTCHES

y
CHEEK PIECES

":j.:::: PINS-

COIL WINDER

The coil winder is the same for any of the wind
turbines.

Feel free to modify the details of the design. If you
think ahead then the same uprighl piece of pipe can
also be used as a stand for assembling the turbine on
later. Make sure the pipe is long enough that the
blades do not hit the floor.

You need two 'cheek pieces' to contain the coil. They
should be made from 120-mm diameter pieces of 13
mm plywood. (These are rough sizes.) Before cutting
anything out, precisely mark out U,e holes for U,e pins
that the coil is actually wound on. There are four pins.
each 6 mm diameter so you need to drill four holes
through both disks at Ule four corners of the coil. The
open space in the middle of the coil should be 46 x 30
mm, the same as the face of a magnet block. The holes
should therefore be spaced at the corners of a 24 x 40
mm rectangle so that the overall size is correct. This
rectangular pattern only ha to be marked out once

The shaft is made of 10-mm threllded rod, bent into a
crank shape, and filted with a handle made of pipe.
Use pairs of nuts tightened securely against each other
to position the handle and also to retain the shaft in a
hole through a piece of 48-mm pipe in which it rotates.
This supporting pipe is usually welded to a piece of
steel angle that you can screw to the edge of the
workbench.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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RAg~UY\
s--- ISlAND

COIL \
SPACE

I like to weigh each coil so as to check that they are
consistent (+/- 596 say). A heavier coil may indicate a
mistake with counting turns or it may simply be more
loosely wound, but if one coil is radically different from
the others then J prefer to reject it.

Both tails should come out in the same direction as
shown. When the first coil has been wound you should
check its size to make sure that it fits the stator. For
example if there are 12 coils they must fit within a 30
degree segment (9 coils each fit within 40 degrees, 6
coils each fit 60 degrees). And the outer edge of the
hole must match the outer edge of the magnet disk. If
it looks fine, then carry on and wind more coils.

Conneclin!l. the coils
In most cases, the coils in the stator will be connected
series/star. See ne>.1' page for an example wiring
diagram using 9 coils.

The count of turns does not have to be perfect, but try
to be accurate. When you have reached the correct
number of turns, do not release the tension in the wire.
First tie the coil up tightly with a short length of wire
passed under the coil at the base of the V slot and then
twisted together tightly around it. Cut the winding
wire off leaving a 200 mm long tail at the 'finish'.
Bend this tail over so it cannot sUp through the tie
wire. Remove the four pins and the front cheek so that
the coil is released from the winder. Handle it with
care to maintain its shape, and tape it together with a
thin layer of electrical insulation tape on the two long
legs as shown in the photo:

If the coil is well formed but does not fit the stator,
then you may have to try again using a thicker spacer
or making the central hole smaller, but this is very
unlikely to be necessary if the coils are wound with
care. If the coil is too small, ulen try winding \'vith less
tension or use a thinner spacer so as to get the
optimum overall size.

the rear cheek piece. Then start a second l:lyer
working back toward the front again. Do not allow the
wires to zigzag in a random fashion, as this wastes
space. You need to make coils that will fit into Ule
stator.

Start winding the handle and keep count of the turns.
Make sure that the turns build up in an even layer, one
wire snugly next to the other, until you have reached

WINDING A
COIL

Do not manipulate the wire unnecessarily. Ideally it
should be free of kinks and bends. But do make a
sharp 90 degree bend about 200 mm from the end and
fit this into the V notch so that the tail comes out
beside the heads of tile pins. Press the wire against the
outer cheek and wrap the tail of wire loosely around
the tail of the threaded rod.

From now on you need to keep hold of the wire(s) with
one hand and the bandle of the winder with the other
hand. Keep a gentle tension in the wire(s). If you
release the wire then tlle coil may lose its shape and be
impossible to salvage.

Windi09JIJe CQil~

Place the reel(s) of wire on the floor beneath the
winder. If it is a large (20kg) reel then it is best to
place the side of the reel flat on the floor, so that the
wire pulls off the other side. If it is a small reel then it
may be better to slide the reel onto an axle so that the
reel unrolls as the wire is used.

Put on U,e front cheek piece and clamp the assembly
together with a nut and washer. Make sure ule cheeks
arc assembled in the original orientation, using your
marks. Fit the fOUf pins into their holes. Tighten the
nut securely so that they cannot spin on the rod.

semble the threaded crank shaft into its supporting
stand and lock the nuts to each other so that there is
50-60 mm of bare rod projecting. Place a big washer,
one check piece and then the spacer onto the shaft.
They will stay on during the winding job. You may
wish to glue the spacer onto the rear cheek piece.
Make sure that it does not bulge outside the space
dcJined by the four pins.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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The 12-volt windings marked
with a * in the table have no
series connections between coils.
Instead the starts are all
connected to a ring of'neutral'
wire that runs righl around the
stalor and connects to nothing
else but the starts. The finishes
are each connected to a tail of
flexible insulated wire that is
brought out of the stator to a
rectifier box mounted on the top ofU,e yaw bearing. I
like to cover these nine wires with a piece of flexible
conduit.

Finally test the continuity of the stator using the
multimeter set on Q (Ohms). You should get the same
low reading between any pair of wire tails.

ThemQulds

The stator and the magnet rotors will be cast using
polyester or vinyl ester resin that encapsulates the coils
and magnets. Start by making moulds to contain this
resin during the casting process.

Q.u.rput wirinn
Use tails of flexible insulated wire for the output of any
stator. Solder them to the three finishes (or more in
the case of 12-volt stators). They need to be more
robust than the \\findings wires because they will be
subject to bending, vibration and abrasion of various
kinds. r like to use equipment 'hook-up' wire
sometimes known as "tn-rated' wire.

3-phase
series/star

stator

5

3

8

9

1

1,2,3 starts are ~~::~~;}~connected
together ,,~

Coils 1,4 and 7 make up one phase group. If a north
pole is passi ng coil I then another north pole will be
passing coil 4 and another coil 7, so they are all
experiencing the same induced voltage at the same
instant. These three coils are connected in senes. The
finish of coil I connects to the stal1 of coil 4. the finish
of coil 4 connects to the start of coil 7, and the finish of
coil 7 is one of the 3 output wires.

Connect the other two phase groups (2, 5 and 8) and
(3,6 and 9) in the same way. The starts of coils I, 2

and 3 connect to each other (at the 'neutral') and to
nothing else. Coils 8 and 9 provide the other output
wires that are fed via long wires to the rectifier (near to
the battery),

•

,

•

STATOft
MOULD

UD

BASE

LOCATIN

The stC!IQr mould
This consists of a sandwich contained by a base and a
lid which are both just Oat pieces of plywood.

Make the moulds from plywood, MOF or similar sheet
material. Better quality plywood will give a neater
finish. You \vill coat the moulds with some sort of
polish or grease (Vaseline petroleum jelly is good)
before adding the resin, but leave this until you have
done a 'dry run' to check that the coils or magnets fit
correctly, together with the glass cloth that is used to
give the casting strength.

ISLAND \,.-"+
SHOULD
TOUCH
COILS

The djagram shows the wires
spread out but in reality they
need to form a neat bundle that
lies snugly against the outside of
the coils.

You should lay the coils out .
carefully in their correct positions and clamp them 10

place while making these connections. This makes it
easier to position them in the LAYING Ol1TTH~ COIL POsrnONS
mould later. Draw around a
magnet disk and align the
oUler edges ofthe holes in the
coils with this circle. This
exercise will also help you to
find the ideal size for the island
at the centre of the stator
mould.

If there are only six coils then the phases are (1&4)
(2&5) and (3&6). If there are 12 coils then the phases
are (1,4.7 and 10) etc. Connections between most of
the coils are very simple: connect the finish to the start
of the third coil on (skipping two). Bypass two coils
and connect to the third one. Often a good position for
the actual solder join is between the two coils you are
bypassing. See the section on tools for advice about
soldering.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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3600 and 4200 stators. As usual the smallest turbine
will be different, with mounting studs set into the
central part of the stalor. See next page for a diagram
of the 1200.

At each mounting point, draw a circle with radius 25
mm. Place a ruler so that it just touches both the small
circle and the big circle, and draw lines (called
'tangents') to outline the outer shape of the stator
casting. Do not cut along this line just yet.

The diagram above shows three mounting holes. They
can be laid out using llle compasses to walk around
the larger circle and choosing every second mark. (See
page 11 for more.) In the case of the larger turbines the
mounting holes will be where the diagonal lines hit tbe
circle. Blit in all cases do check that they are equally
spaced apart.

The sketch shows the coils in
position in the mould, touching
the island. When louching it
their centres should be lying
between the magnets' centres as
they spin pasL The extra space
at the perimeter is for wires.
When arranging the wires, do
keep them well away from the
mounting points or they may get
cut by a d.rill.

•

•

Cut out the shape of the stator with a jigsaw to form
the surround for the mould. Follow the outline with a
single cut so that the stalor-shaped off-cut is still
usable. You can drill large holes in the off-cut for
starting out with the saw blade. Use a sbarp, fine
toothed blade and take care steering around the curves
smoothly. Never apply side-pressure to the blade, but
steer with the back end of tbe tool, swinging it
sideways steadily as you press forward so as to direct
the saw along the line. If in doubt, take time to practice
your steering so that you can do a nice looking job of
the moulds. It makes a difference to tbe appearance.

At this stage you should make a plan for clamping lbe
mould together when the resin is setting. This can be
done WiU, clamps, but you need to use a lot of them to
achieve uniform pressure. I normally use screws or
bolts distributed around the edges of the casting and
on the island. Yuu might want to drill rigbt through
the three pieces of ply using a 10 mm drill bit and then
clamp the sandwich with 8 mm bolts. But my
preference is to drill clearance holes just through lbe
surround and the lid so that I can clamp the lid down
onto the base firmly with plenty of screws biting into
the base. This is a good time to drill these holes before
the island is cut out and loses its fixed position at the
centre. The holes also allow air to escape as lbe
pressure comes onto the casting with the first few
screws going in. Screws and bolts will get
contaminated with resin and are not likely to be re
usable but lbe rest of the mould can be used several
times over.

At the centre, draw outer and
inner circles with radius Band
C respectively.

•
C is the radius of the
island/hole in lbe middle of
the stator. Check lbat lbe
island fits lbe coils )'OU have
wound as you lay them out for
oldering. Coils vary in shape.

For lbe 1800 turbine you could alternatively make tbe
island a he.xagonal shape to fit the six coils. Often with
lbe 1200 I make the outer shape of the stator
hexagonal.

I like to drill three holes through the stack so that I
can always reassemble the pieces in the same way
using pins made from nails or boils. This is especially
useful when placing thc lid on during the casting
process.

Now mark the positions of the mounting holes. They
lie on the same circle (radius exacUy B) that marks the
outside of the stator. There will be 3 of these holes on
the turbines 1800-3000 and four holes in the larger

Start by drawing diagonal lines across the corners to
find the centre. With the 16 pole machines you could
also use these Hoes to mark the fOUf mounting points.

The lid and base need to be strong material with a
smooth finish. You could for example use flooring
chipboard or some rough board with a smooth, thin
mdf board on top. But good 13 mm plywood is also
fine for all three pieces. Screws grip much beller in
plywood tban in other boards when clamping the lid
down.

Mark out the shape of the stator on lbe central
surround piece of plywood as follows:

Cut oulthree square pieces of plywood, with side
length A (nominal sizes - sce table below). The middle
piece can be lbe same U,ickness as a coil. It could bc a
little thinner, but never thicker because you need to be
ablc to squeeze the stator thickness during the casting.

nu:bine di"met~ 1200 1800 2400
A 450 500 600
B 152 167 166
C 45 66 63

1\lrbine diameter 3000 3600 4200
A 600 650 700
B 220 240 272
C 99 129 147

In ti,e middle thc coils are cast in resin. The edges of
th resin c..'\sting are contained by a third, middle piece
of p1)~,'OOd called the 'surround'. The hole in Lhc
middlc of thc stator is formed by a piece called the
'island'. See slator shapes on pages 64 and 65·

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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MAGNETS: N
Turbine
dial1J~

No. of 8
magnets on one disk

24
12 per disk

32
16.,...disk

The magnet rotor is cast in resin for two reasons. One
is to restrain the magnets from flying off the rotor iD
the event that the turbine overspeeds. To improve the
strength of the resin casting I like to place a layer of
thin fibreglass cloth on top of the magnets. The
casting also protects Ihe magnets from damage.
NdFeB (neo) magnets are very vulnerable to
degradation by corrosion, so it is important that the
coating is not damaged. The resin and the fibreglass
cloth help to prevent the coating from being scraped
off.

MAGNET ROTOR
MOULD

Again the mould is a saodwicb "ith a heavy base, a
surround and a lid. I often use thin plywood or MDF

for the lid and then bold il do\Vll firmly using pieces of
steel 00 top. The magnets pull tbe steel do\Vll '''ry
hard. But the lid cao be clamped do\Vll in other wa} .
Try to prevent the lid from sliding around once it is on.

The thickness of the surround should ide'lll)' bejust
less tban the steel disk plus magnet. This e.nsure; that
the lid bears down bard 0010 the magnet faces.

You may wish 10 make two of these moulds so as be
able to cast the hVQ magnet rotors at once. (Ho'Vlo"'f"Yer
the 1200 aDd 1800 turbines each only have one rotor
with magnets on it. The 1800 also bas a blank steel
disk on the other side of the stalor.)

BASE
BOLTS

SURROUND

RESIN
CASTING

-

STATOR MOULD FOR
1200 TURBINE

':IS

•

,

Now reassemble the surround to the lid of the mould
so as to mark the exit point of the wiring ont.o the lid.
The exit point should be close to the edge of the casting
in a position where the wiring can be easily brought to
the connection box. Keep away from mounting points.
Separate the lid from the surround and cut out the exit
notch.

The top of the island
rises to U1C same
level as the top of the
lid so as to form the
raised ring that the
studs are embedded into.

The trid..')' part is to support the studs in their correct
positions during the casting. Fix them to their
backplate. If the shaft has been welded on then you
may have to make a hole in the island and the base to
pass the shaft through. This can help you to centre the
slalor.

The 1200 statQr mQuld
The outer part ofthe 1200 slator is only 10 mm thick.
The stator has three mounting studs set into it at
radius 55 mm from the centre in a raised portion of the
casting 20 nun thick. A central hole with radius 45
allows for the shaft and hub passing through.

Fix the studs la the
steel back-plate
during the casting
process.

The "iring comes oUI of the hole in the lid alongside
the studs.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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EEl. 01 K SlZES mm

Ifthere are 12 magnets then )'ou will need to divide the
circle into sLx parts as follows. Using the same radius
E. but centring on Yand Z, draw arcs on the outer
circle marking the 60 degree points. Draw lines
through tilC centre X al60 degrees.

Start by finding a
centre point X that I "" ..-~- -.-..........-
is morc than E mill
away from the

I~- -E(edgcs of a piece of D
thin plywood. I \\
Draw a I line

y \ x / z
\

,
through X. Draw /
two circles centred ........_./

on X with radius D
and radius E.

Tllrl,jnc diameter 1200 1800 2400
Smaller radius D 83 93 104

larcer radius E 115 125 150
:IJ.cbi!ll:. di;l!I'cltt 3000 3600 4200

Smaller radius D 129 154 194
larcer radius E 175 200 225

6 6 8
230 250 300

1200 1800 2400

3000 3600 4200
DIAMETER 350 400 450

DIAMETER

THICKNESS 10 10 10

THICKNESS

I

Here are the sizes for the moulds. The nominal overall
Si7.e or the pieces is A. The rildius of the hole in the
surround that fonns the outside of the rotor is B. The
island has radius C.

The h01e in the sUlTOlInd is about 5 mm larger radius
them the magnet rotor, so that the casting covers and
protects the edges of the mugncts. rVloke an island of 9
mm pl),,'ood boILed to lhe sleel plate thal prevenls
resin from flooding over the mounting holes at the
ecnlre of the slccl disk. All the parts are kepi in
concentric position by t""o bolts that penetrate the
base, lhe stccl disk and the island. The nuts go on top
of thc island. The lid has larger holes to fit over thc
nuts.

Start to divide tile
60 degree angles
in half as follows.
Choose an
arbitrary setting
of the compasses
to create
overlapping arcs
centred on V and
Wasshown. r
Draw Hnes
through the
intersections of
these latest arcs
~lTld the circle's
centre X to cut the

B
0

,
@ @ V

,
A

,
t \

\
oC -

/
I

.l
•

L

I

TurtWu:..dilllnclCl: 1200 1800 2400
~rox. mould sIde A 350 400 400

Rotor radius B 120 130 155
Island radius C 65 66 83

~ 3000 3600 4200
600Al'mrox. mould side A 500 500

Rotor radius B 180 205 230
Island radius C 99 129 147

The mugneljlQsiUQlliugjig

Before c.'\Sting tile mogllel rotor )'OU should glue the
magnets to the steel disk. Use a jig (template) 10 place
the magnets accul"'dtely on lhe disk. Thejig is made of
tilln plywood ,,;th Iwo holes that are used to bolt it to
ti,e steel disk concentrically.

angle in two.

Continue right around the circle carefully marking out
12 evenly spaced centres for the 12 magnets.

If you are working with 8 or 16 magnets then you can
skip the 60 degree stage of the process, and just use
this angle-halving technique to keep on dividing angles
in two until you have the correct number of divisions.
Slart \\;th Y and Z and find 90 degrees then go 10 45
(for 8 magnets) .nd further halving lhem .gaio for 16
magnets.

Now you should have divided the outer circles neatly
up so as to mark the evenly spaced ccntres for the
magnets.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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You can enst the Sllllor and magnet rotors in ordin<:ll)'
polyester resin (:lS used for rnoking fibreglass hoats or
for resin caslings). NPG polyesler resin is slightly
betler because it withstnnds higher lcmpernlures. It is
also possible la use CPO)'Y resin. This is much morc
expensive but better for the magnets because it
adheres better :lIld is also waterproof. Corrosion of the
magnets is more likely whell the casting is polyester.
Epox')' is not so good for the coils because it does not
conduct hcat so well. Vinyl Ester resin is vcry POPUIM
for resin casting both coils ilncl magnets because it is
easier to cast and withstnnds higher temperatures than
polyester. It is also waterproof.

Ester resins contain nil accelerator premixed with
them and yOll add a ctltnlyst to make them set. The
catalyst (highly toxic peroxide) reacts with the cobalt
accelerator producing heat that sets the resin. When
yOll make c:lstings yOll need 0 lot less cntolysl them for
laying up libreglass boats. Castings tcnd 10 heat up
and set prematurely because the heat is trapped inside.
If you use too much catalyst or the room is Wflrm, this
Ciln mean that the resin sets before you get the lid on
the mould and squeeze it to the right thickness. If the
casting heals up then it will also gel very stressed flS it
cools. and it may warp or crack.

Adding a powder such:ls talcum powder, or illumina
trihydrate (ATH) powder to the resin mix will reduce
the tendency of the cnsting to heat up. These powders
conduct heat well, lmd this also helps the stator's coils
to keep cool when working with currents. Filler
powder is very chenp and pretty essential for making
good resin ctlstings. Other powders may also be
suitable. You can also add I>owders to epoxy to reduce
cost and improve heat dissipation.

Slart by preparing evel),thing You will need:
• A mould \\~lh a lid that clamps down,
• An as embly of coils connected together,
• 1\vo pieces of fibreglass c101h cui Oullo the shape

of the statal',
• Some wax or grense to make sure the mould

doesn't gel sluck 10 lhe resin. (Don't gellhis on
anything that you do want resin to stick to),

• Resin and disposable buckets 10 mix it in
• Scales to weigh out

the resin.
• Catalyst, und a

sylinge or similar to
measure it out.

• Talcum powder or
alulll ini 1I1ll

trihydrale.
• SUicone or other

caulk in a tube,
• Protective gear such

as di posable glo'<es
and safety glosses,

• Newspaper to cover

Whcn you have marked all the points, then draw a
small circle with diameter same lIS a magnet ,,~dth on

I d tll t

Draw many parallellllles that Just touch these Circles
35 shown and you have the outlines of the magnet jig.
Cut out the shaded portion with u jigsaw to create the..
Jig.

eac loomt, an a le ccn rc.
Turbine diameter 1200 1800 2400

Circle radius 23 23 15
Turhinc dianlclg 3000 3600 4200

Circle radius 15 15 15
• •

Measure the size
of the big hole in a
mab'llet rotor disk
ccntre. Draw a
similar circle on
the cenlre of Ihe
jig. Place a
magnet disk
exactly on that
centre. Line lip at
i.ast one of lh.
mounting hole
centres with the magnet centres on a diameter line.
Drill 2 or 3 holes through Ihe mounling holes in Ihe
disk and Ihe inlo Ihe pl)~voodjig. These will allow you
10 position Ihejig upon Ihe disk cenlrally and with al
least one magnel directly in line with onc hole.

hugh@scoraigwind. co . uk
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up and set prematurely. But if you are very confident
you can put it together fast then you can mix the Vinyl
Ester resin in one shot. 1always mix polyester in
batches.

The styrene monomer solvent has an unpleasant smell
and can cause giddiness and nausea. This job is best
done in an open area with good ventilation, or even
outside where possible.

When the mould is full, place the top sheet of glass
cloth on top of the coils. Mix a final 200 with 3 cc of
catalyst without powder to wet it out. Then bring the
lid down, carefully aligning the locating pins, and
screw it down hard.

Leave polyester castings overnight to set and cure.
Vinyl ester sets in a couple
of hours. When the resin
that has escaped is set
hard, remove the lid and
invert the mould,
supporting the casting.
Knock the edges of the
mould againsl the table
until the casting drops out
of the mould. Clean off
any ragged edges before
the resin reaches full
hardness.

Now place the coils in the mould. I like to arrange
them on a piece of plywood above the mould, and then
simply slide the ply out from under them so they drop
into place quietly. You do not want to drag the cloth
out of place by moving them too much in the mould.
Pour any surplus resin over the coils so it soaks
between the wires.

During this process place a bead of silicone caulk
around the surround, about 30 mm from the edge of
the casting to limit any overflowing of the resin when
the lid comes down on it. This helps to prevent
unsightly voids. Also bang the mould with a hammer
to encourage air bubbles to rise out of the casting.

Meanwhile someone can start to mix 400g of resin
with 6 cc of catalyst. ML, the catalyst weLl at first and
theo add powder. Add 200-300g gradually, stirring as
)'OU go, but avoid whisking in air. Add as much as you
can so long as the mix will still pour. If the resin is
very runny (casting resin) then you can add as much as
equal weights of powder and resin. Pour this mix into
the mould and mix another batch. Keep going until
the mould starts to get full.

Mix 200 grams of resin with 3 cc of catalyst and stir
thoroughly for a minute or two. You do not need to be
very precise about ratios with catalysing resin. Pour
this liquid mL, into the bottom oftbe mould but do not
wipe off any polish. Lay down a layer of cloth and
sahlrate it with resin. Poke it so as to chase out
bubbles of air.

When satisfied, disassemble eve,,>thing and grease the
mould including the interior, the edges of the
surround, and the faces of the surround and lid. Be
generous, especially on the edges of the plywood and in
the wiring e.xit notch where the surplus resin wiH
overflow out. Also cover any screw heads and bolt
threads that could get covered in resin. Avoid greasing
the coils or the glass cloth. Vaseline (petroleum jelly)
is a good substance but any grease, \v3X or polish
seems to work.

AJlow sufficient time to do the casting job - usually
about an hour is plenty. If the room is cold then you
may need to use heat later to warm a polyester casting
up and help it set. Leave heating it uotil the lid is on.
You can warm it up the next day if necessary, ifyou are
not in a bun)'. Vinyl
ester seems to set at
just about any
temperature.

the table top and to catch any spillage of surplus
•

resin.

Lf in doubt, mix the
resin in small
batches to avoid
baving a big pot of
resin mb, standing
around at one time. Large bodies of resin tend to heat

IT the temperature is
above 20 degrees be
aware that the resin
may start to cure
fast, so be sparing
with the catalyst.
You may be safer
cutting the catalyst
dose in half. A trial
run will give you an
idea of the time it
takes to set.

Do not embed any olher conductive substances (apart
from the coils) in ti,e stator casting or the magnets will
induce ele tric currents in them, wasting power and
heating the stator up.

Go through a 'dry run' where you check that it all fits
together before waxing the mottld. Place a piece of
glass clotb into ti,e bottom, then slide the coils in
carefully with the wires at the chosen exit point.
Check that the stator mounting holes will be well away
from any coils and wiring. Fit a big nail or screw in the
mould at the exit notch so you can tie the wires
securely out of the way of the overtlowing resin. Place
another layer of cloth on top aod put the lid on using
the three pins to align it with the rest of the mould.
Check that you have the means to clamp it down
tightly with screws, bolts or whatever. Check that
there are holes for air to escape and surplus resin to
overflow (usually some of the central clamping-screw
holes also serve this purpose).

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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Thejacking screw holes are in addition to the
mounting stud holes. You can see both hole patterns
clearly on page 48. Tbe disk shown on this page has
no jacking screw holes. Only one disk needs jacking
screws.

This process is similar to the stator casting. But first
you have to glue the magnets to the steel disks.
GenUy grind the black mill-scale off the area of the
disk where the magnels will sit. Do not grind out holes
in lhe steel disk itself. Remove any grease from the
disks.

The magnets on the disk
must alternate, north
south, north. so that the
OlD: alternates in the
coils. Each time you fit
another magnet it has to
be the right way up.
Hold it in your palm,
close your fingers
tightly, and try bringing
Ule back ofyour hand
down above the previous
magnet. If it is repelled
then it is the right way
up to place on the disk
beside the other. If it is
attracted then turn the

'Vhen it comes to loading the second rotor \\~th

magnets, you must be aware of the index holes. The
first magnet, aligned with the index hole on disk one
must attract the first magnet on disk two. This means
Ulat the back of the new magnet will be repelled by the
first magnet of the first disk. Place it onto the second
disk at the index mark without turning it over. The top
faces of the two first magnets will now attract each
other. Go ahead and place the rest of the magnets,
alternating them as before.

When you have a few magnets in place then try the
polarity test on them all. Vour test magnet will be
attracted and repelled alternately as you move it
around the circle.

new magnet over first.

It does not matter which way lip the first magnet is
placed onto the first disk. Snap it carefully into its
notch and push it right home quickly before the glue
sets.

NN

Choose one of Ule mounting
holes in each disk to be an
'index hole'. Align it with
the first magnet centre, so
that these first magnets on
the two rotors face each
other when the alternator is
assembled. (They also must
attract each other.) Mark
the index holes clearly with
acentre punch or a grinder
in an area where the resin
will not obscure the marks.

Donlforget thejackjng scrmv holes
One of the rotor disks needs to be drilled and tapped
for jacking screws that \\~II be used to separate the
rotors during disassembly (and to control the
assembly). Drill and tap them before the magnets get
involved. Drill 3 evenly spaced holes at a suitable
distance from the resin casting and from the
mounting studs. The holes need to be a little smaller
than UJethreaded size. See page t3 for guidance.
Keep the tap perpendicular to Ule plate while you
make the thread.

When you have fitted the
magnets, do a dry run in the
moulds. Vou need a disk of
glass cloth the same shape as
the area between the island
and the surround.

Fit the magnet jig in place with two or more bolts so
that the index hole lines up exactly with one magnet.
There is a danger of Ule jig getting glued to the disk if it
touches it. Place washers between them so as to create
a gap.

C)'anoac,)'late ('super') glue is ideal because it sets fast.
llike to put it under each magnet, but some like to add
it after the magnets have all been placed.

Try placing some magnets without glue at first to gain
experience with handling them. Handle them with
great care, taking them one at a time. Take e>.:ra care
when removing from a stack as they tend to OIP back
and snap onto another magnet. Hold on with 1:\\10

hands where possible. Put any loose magnets that are
not in use on a steel surface, preferably on the wall, but
try not to scratch the coating. Loose magnets on the
workbench tend fly to off and hit things at great speed.
When this happens they often sbatter. Keep any
delicate electronics, credit cards, phones, etc away
from magnets, to avoid the strong magnetic field.

These magnet rotors are now hazardous items that can
hurt people if they come together with each other
unexpectedly. You can lose a finger. Store them
carefully. Keep them away from work areas with metal
swart and dust that would stick to the magnets and be
hard to remove.

-', ~
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" SUAAOUtlO,
~ , First place the magnet rotor

, in tbe bottom of the mould
and then bolt the island down onto it Your pieces of
glass cloth should fit on top at this stage. Finally p.lace
ti,e lid on top and check that the magnets stand a httle
proud above the surround. The lid must clear the nuts
and washers used to bolt the island down. It has to sit
right down onto the island. Check you can sit the
mould level, in spite of the bolt heads under it.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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frame
-=--J....iI .,Iff))

hub

TheTe are various options for
mounting lbe two magnet
rotors of larger turbines on
the wheel hub. You can
mounl them in front or
behind the wheel nange. In
tile top view shown below,
the magnet rotors are both
mounted on tile frontofthe
hub.

1200
single
magnet
rotor -{,~

The other turbines
have two rotors
although the .800 has
only got magnets on
the back rotor. See also the drawings on page 64.

~
The single rotor for the
1200 turbine is
mounted on the back
of the hub, facing the
stator.

If necessary, enlarge the holes in the hub nange by
boring them oul, or you can make them smaller by
inserting bushes, or even 'helicoils' that create a
thread. If enlarging the hub holes il helps to place the
steel rotor disk on the hub, and drill through the
precisely cut pattern of holes in the disk. This helps to
avoid eccentricity. Do all such drilling jobs before
casting the magnets onto the disk.

1800
blank ( er::: T.... -- i
steel r;' ~ ~ '7~ ! I J

"f;;-~~ " Iyaw I
~'.'~ '! i /'~ I \ \ /

"'-~~ .- ~ I;s:. /
stalDr • :k

Mix a runny resin mix
and pour it carefully
into the gap around
the edge of the rotor
disk.!Jying to chase
oot any bubbles that
might spoil the
appearance. Pul a line
of silicone around the
surround to catch
surplus resin. Mix a
thicker mix to fill
the spaces
between
magnets.
Hammer the

mould to remove bubbles. Finish wilh a runny
mix on top of the glass cloth so as to salurate it.
Place the lid on top carefully so as not to drag the
cloth out of place. Hold it down by placing many
sleel objeets evenly on top of the magnet faces.

T it apart and grease everything you do not wish 10
luw in stick 10. Grease the mould all aver and both
ides of the ~land.",the glass cloth and magnet

ralnr free of Jtrease and greasy fingers. Grease the lid.
including the inside edges of the holes in iL Smooth
off the grease inside the mould to get a neat finish
around the edges. Drop the rolnr into place carefully
and boil the island down gently. Ifyou aver-lighten
the nuts you wm warp the ~Iand. Hold the spanner in
both hands or it will damage the magnets. Grease the
nu and the boil threads liberally so you can undo
them later.

You can set the mould(s) level under a hcatlamp
for a while to speed up the polyester setting process. It
is good to get the lids off before thc'Y have fully
hardened though, because there will be some resin
over the top of the island that has to be trimmed off
neatly. Take grcat care working near the magnets with
a knife.

When you have taken the rotor out of the mould, crean
away surplus resin, especially from the areas around
the mounting holes. Store the rotor safely oul of the
way of fingeJ'll and magnetic debris.

You may wish to paint the magnet rotors with a special
paint such as a bitumen epoxy coating. Corrosion of
the steel disk can cause the magnets to come off. If the
magnets' coating gets damaged then lhe magnets
themselves corrode. An impermeable seal over the
wbole thing is a good iJlvestment.

The alternator is held together by long sluds made of
threaded rods ('all-thread'). These are the same
threaded rods that the blade hub is mounted on. I like
to use stainless steel rods. The rods need to fit tbe
holes in the hub
Recommended sizes fOf stainless steel studs fmml
machine 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
SWd dla. 10 10 10·12 12 12·14 14

FRAME

STATOR_~
rn ..,., la:B,... ~HUBMOUNTS

..;

STATOR
L U. \,

ROTORS
ST bs

(In some of these sketches the magnets are visible,
whereas in reality they would be embedded in resin.)

In some cases the hub nange is machined nat on the
baek. and so you can mount one disk behind and the

• other in front. This
makes for a more
compact alternator
with shorter stator
mounts.

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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Add washers if required to fine-tune the g;tp. W..hen
my need to be checked with callipers and sorted for
thickness. A total g;tp of 40 mm between steel dis I

a good first assumption.

~
Magnet rotor faces may need to be cleaned to remove
any magnetic dusl or metal swari. Swift strokes
outward with a d.ry paint brush work well.

to cases where the back of the hub is not nat then it
may be necessary to grind off the corners of the nuts so
that they do not put a bending load on the studs.

SHAFt NUT IS BEVELLED
ACROSS HALF OF

In such cases you will need to tighten the stud onto the
nut when you fit the fit"51 magnet rotor. The nul itself
cannot be turned and lightened later. But if the back
of the hub nange is nat, then you can leave lhe
tightening of this nut until both rolors are fitted,
making it much easier la assemble the aJtemator.

In lhe case of the smallest, 1200 machine, you start by
mounting the stator. For the other turbines, start by
mounting the first magnet rotor
and the hub. If the rotor is to go
behind the hub then you will
need to mount this before
mounting the hub. Otherwise
start by mounting the hub nn its
shaft and bearings.

Build up the stack of nuts in the correct position before
you assemble the alternator. Take care 10 lighten the
nuts evenly against each other so that each slack is the
same size. It is bard to do this when they are between
magnet rotors because the magnets ",;11 grab the tools.

/ ITS FACE
NUT f-II 11=
I I~ ~I

0 IDJ
, I

I

SHORTER
STATOR,.:n.....
STUDS .-J

'I fT1 c.U
.T IT,

..,..,
I ,

.L
w W ~

1
~

,l,.J,
=

It is generally easier
to build the
allemator if the front
magnet rotor is on
the front of the hub
nange and can be
mounted after the
hub is on its
bearings, but you
can even put both
disks on the back.
This works OK and
can help to keep the
stator mounts very
short, but the
alternator is
awkward to
assemble.

Shorter slator mounts a.re more robust, but provided
they are securely tightened, a long stator mounting
stud abo seems to work. The nuts on the slator
mounts must not be over-tightened or tbey win crack
the slator, but they do need to be carefully locked,
either witb tbread sealant or by adding extra nuts
locked against the first ones very tightly. Do this after
the assembly is completed and you are happy with the
clearances.

The studs that are used for mounting the magnet
rotors and the blade assembly must be long enough to
go right from the back of the alternator to the front of
the blades and accommodate nuts between the two
magnet rotors, and at both ends. J like to make them a
little longer still just for luck.

The magnet rotors need
to be spaced apart by a
precise distance so that
they run true with the
correct gap to fit the
slator. Use a stack of
nuts on each stud to
build a spacer.

Clean and grease the bearings. Use plenty of grease,
but do not pack them lotally solid with grease.

Adjust them up tight with the nut so that there is no
play, but do not over-tighten them so they are stiff to
turn. Lock with a split pio.

After the first rotor is on, place the stator onto its
mounting studs, but do not attempt to adjust its
position with the nuts at this stage.

Now mount the second magnet rotor. Check that the
index holes of the two rotors are aligned. Take great
care ofyour fingers because the two magnet rotors will
attract very strongly. The best solution is to use
'jacking screws' threaded through lhe second rotor
(usually tbe front magnet rotor) and use these screws
to gradually lower the ro10rs together.

huqh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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JACKING
SCREWS

J2-uolt turbine rectifiers

A good way to install the
rectifier for the l2 volt
stators with multiple AC
wires is to use a die-cast
aluminium box mounted on
lop of the yaw tube. Any AC
wire can connect to any AC
terminal on a row of single
phase reclifier blocks. All of
the DC positives are joined to
the positive cable to the
ballery, and likewise all of
the negatives.

DC voltage is approximately 40% higher than this, but
the rectifier takes about 1.4 volts fTOm the total. DC
voltage does not vary in exact proportion to speed.

!fthe voltage IS much higher than the table predIcts
then you should increase the gap between magnet
rotors to reduce voltage and prevent the turbine from
stalling.

The cables down the tower
need to be well anchored or
the connections may be
damaged by their weight and
twisting motion.

The box is well cooled by the
wind but needs to be well
sealed against moisture
entry. Allow the box to vent
via the cable exit into the
lower at the bottom.

Testing the alternatQ[
At this stage you can test the
alternator by checking the
output voltage at different
speeds. Use a multimeter set "
for 'ACV and place one probe on each of any two
wires.. Yo~ will find that the AC voltage between any
two Wlres IS the same but varies in proportion to speed.
An easy speed to measure is 60 rpm, which is one turn
per second. Here is a table of predicted AC voltages for
each size turbine and each nominal baltery voltage
(DC). Check each pair of wires because a little random
variation is normal. If a coil is reversed in the stator
then there will be gross differences.

AC voltage at 60 rpm
Turbine di!l.meter 1200 1800 2400

12V 1.9 2.3 2.9
24V 3.4 4.2 5.3
4BV 6.B B.4 10.6

Turbine..l!i!l.mettl 3000 3600 4200
12V 3.5 4.2 5.2
24V 6.5 7.7 9.4
4BV 12.9 15.6 1B.B

350V 47 63 52
• • •

~en the second magnet rotor is sitting down on its
pde of nuts then you can judge how well the allernator
fits together. Adjust the stator mounts so that the
stator sits in the middle ofthe gap between the two
rotors. There should be about 1.5 mm minimum
clearance on each side as you spin the rotors around.
!fthere is less, then take the second rotor off and add a
washer to each stud to increase the spaciog. Tighten
the magnet rotor down onto the stack of nuts (and
maybe washers) with nuts on the outside. Check the
gap again while spinning the alternator around. Make
sure that the rotors are running true and that they do
not come close to the
stator at any point. A
piece of 1.5 mm thick
board is ideal for
checking clearance in :
the gap as you lock the
stator mounts.

Note that the alternator will turn freely so long as no
wires are touching but if you touch 2 output wires
together there is a pulsating resistance to turning the
rotors. If all 3 wires are touching then there will be a
strong, smooth resistance due to the high current into
the short circuit. Shorting them like this can be used
to brake the wind turbine.

You can assemble the
alternator in its
nonnal position or
lying on its back as
shown. Thejacking
screws need to be clear
of the other studs and
the resin casting. You
can make them up by
cutting lengths of
threaded rod and
welding a nut on the
end of each. Make
them long enough to
stand out beyond the ends of the mounting studs so
you can easily get at these welded nuts. I use a socket
spanner in a cordless drill to spin the screws in and
out.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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The rectifier consists of diodes but
the)' are often packaged into
bridge rectifiers aJread)'. A 3
phase bridge
rectifier will
have five
tenninals on it
and look
something like
tbis:
You should fit lugs to the ends of
the wires with a crimping too) and
then screw them on to the
rectifier.

rhe J'eeti/ier oJlcLbrake
''''here the rectifier is at the battery lhere will be three
wires arriving from the turbine. It's a good practice to
bring these three wires first to a brake switch that can
be used to park the turbine while you work on the rest

of the wiring. Never disconnect
the wind turbine \vithout first
applying a short circuit to the
wires so as to prevent it from
running away. A low-tech way to
do this is just to have three wire
tails that you connect together
when you
wisb to brake
the turbine.
Another
solution is to
use a big 2

pole main
switch from a
bousehold
fuse panel.

All the circuits from the battery must pass through
fuses that are chosen to carry the maximum current in
the circuit but will blow before the wiring gets
overloaded. It is nonna) to put the fuses in the positive
wire. Strictiy speaking there should be a fuse in each
negative wire too unless the negative is earthed.

Alternator
heater

switch

~I
heater

- heater
}-

Rectifier Load+ Digital Inverter

ControlJcr
voltmeter

+ - + -
Bat+ Bat-I Bat+ Bat-

Ammett;r

fuse fuse fuse

fuse

/
+ 12V battery - + 12V battel)' -

+ J2V battery - + J2V battery -

Here are some minimum recommended wire sizes in
Il'~ '1

Wiring the batteries Another solution that is less
Group your batteries in series strings that add up to cosll)' is to use several 'single-
the desired s)'stem voltage. In a 24-vOlt s)'stem for phase' rectifier blocks that look
example you could use pairs of 12-volt batteries wired like this:
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Installalion in series. Connect the pairs to each other in parallel to
The electrical wiring needs 10 add capacity. The circuit diagram shows a typical
be thick enough to carry the layout. The positive and negative connections 10 tbe
current. All connections .-..~ CRIMP inverter, rectifier etc are best connected to different
need to be nice and tight. If ~ LUG ends of the parallel links so as to even out the wiring
you use terminal blocks, resistance between battery strings.

make sure tbat the screws tIN TERMINAL
are tightened as hard as you BLOCK Never disconnect the battery and leave the wind
can. A better solution in turbine connected la the inverter or charge controller
most cases is to crimp a lug alone, because the voltage ",ill rise sharply and damage
onto the end of ti,e wire and to bolt it down. the electronics. The charge controller is unlikely 10 be

able to prevent this voltage rise without the presence of
batteries.

These SIZes are OK for tower wmog, rectlfier hookup
etc. You will need larger wire for the longer wire runs
in most cases - see page 51. Use fuses that ",11 blow
before your chosen wires can overheat. Check their
current ratings based on size and insulation type.

square mm a owmR or occasIOna over-currents:
D,ameler 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600+

Nominal 200W 350W 700W 800W 1 kW
Power

12-V 4mm2 10mm2 25mm2 35mm2 50mm2

24-V 2mm2 3mm2 10mm2 10mm2 16mm2

4SN 2mm2 2mm2 3mm2 4mm2 6mm2

• • • •

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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TI,e A temlinats are in opposite corners, and the
posilive 0 lenninal is at righl angles 10 Ihe olhers.

You C~lO connect ,,~th high
quality PIDG crimp
'receptacles or solder.

Make good connections or IIlCy will heat up and the
diodes will fail. Rcclifiers need 10 be bolted to a heavy
oluminium heatsink to keep them cool. Scrap
aluminium will do, provided it is clean. Use 'hcatsink
compound' under the rectifier to improve the contact.

The single-phase bridge package contains four diodes
and you can use it for hvo of your AC wires, placing the
third wire on a separate block. But a better solution is
to use three of these single-phase units and to combine
the two AC terminals on each unit so as la reduce the
currenl in each diode and prolong its life:

,--------,
Ballery
negative

one ohm heater works well at 14 volts, and a 3 ohm
heater is suitable for 28 volt operation. These are
lypical ballery charging vollages for 12 and 24 volt
(nominal) systems. These healers will dump up lo 14
and 9 amps respectively. Add more heaters in parallel
until you have enough load 10 absorb alllhat the wind
turbine can produce together with any extra solar PV
charging current that is not already regulated.

You can also build your own charge controller lIsing
circuits available on the web - for example on my own
web site at
hlrp:/I www.scoraigwlnd.com/circults/chargecontrol.htm

l.wi.WJ:.J:
There are many options for buying an inverter that will
give you AC power from your batteries. Choose your
inverter before deciding what voltage your wind
lurbine should be. Bear in mind that higher vollage
systems use less copper in the wiring, so try to find a
48-volt or 24-volt inverter unless you have a good
reason for wanting a 12-vOlt system.

3 AC
inputs

Battery
positive

•
, •

•

Cheap inverters can work very well, but the more
expensive sine-wave models are slightly better if you
can afford to pay the difference. Buy a big enough
inverter to meet your highest demand, bearing in mind
that some items (such as fridges) need a hefty surge of
power 10 start up even though they do not use much
once running. Keep the inverter close to the battery
and connect it with heavy wires but do not sit it on top
of the ballery in a small comparlment or it will
corrode. Better to separale the ballery from the
inverter by a bulkhead or partition wall.

If you are using a 'grid connect' inverter without
batteries then take great care that the wind turbine
voltage does not rise too high and destroy the inverter.
The inverter will nolload the turbine all the time. You
will need a controller that brings heaters on in time to
stop the voltage going wild.

Connect an ammeter in the line from the
rectifier to the ballery so that you can see what the
wind turbine is putting out. A moving coil meter with
a needle on a scale is easiest, because current changes
so rapidly over a wide range. For more data you may
also wish to fit a marc sophisticated metcr such as the
'Or WallSon' amp-hour meters that are now available
at low cost.

It is important to have a good ballery voltmeter (with
its own small fuse for safety). A clear digital display is
really helpful when reading ballery voltage because
small changes are significant.

QznI!:u./1el:
You will need a load controller to protect the ballery
from over-charge. The Morningslar 'Tristar 45 or 60
amp controllers can be configured to work as
'diversion load' controllers and will dump some
cu.rrent into heaters if the wind turbine produces more
Ul30 the batteries need. J use 300 watt resistors from
Pamell (see suppliers lisl) as dump load heaters. A

Wire up the batteries and controller and most
importanlly the brake switch before you erect the wind
turbine for the first time. You would noltest drive a
car without brakes. The wind turbine will overspeed if
not connected to a load. This will not immediately
damage it but it is a stressful mode ofoperation and
can be alarming to watch. [f you run the wind turbine
wilhout batleries connected lhen the high voltage will
destroy any inverter or other electronics that are
connected to it.

Get the electrical system completed, and gel the tower
erected and adjusted and lowered again. Make sure
that all the nuts are locked so that they cannot vibrate
loose, and the blades are properly balanced. Insl3l1 it
00 the tower and check that it spins freely. Then check
that the brake switch works by applying it and lI)'ing to
spin the rotor. Finally erect the tower with the turbine
on it.
Take the brake off and enjoy the fruits of your labours.

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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Pipes often come in 6 or 7 melre lengths. Use at least
one set of guys per length of pipe, but the top guys will
take the real strain. Lower ones can be thinner since
lhey are simply U,.re to keep the pipe straight so it ,viII
not buckle.

The best way to allach the guys is
to shackle them on to lugs that
are welded to the tower. Make
the lugs out of nat steel bar 8-10
mm thick \I;th holes drilled in
them.

Towerrope sizes (or lowers with guys (gyyecL/owecs)
Here are some minimum recommended sizes of water
pipe to use for the various rurbines. Larger pipes would
have a larger factor of safety. The assumption here
that you lvill guy the pipes close below the blade tips
with guys that are not too steep - Jrecommend 45
degrees or so for the guys. This \....-ill minimise the
stresses on the pipe. If the tower is guyed more steeply
and further down then larger pipes may be beller.

Also place such bars at the butt
joins between two pipes. Start
by weldiog some or
all of the lugs half
way on to one pipe.
but projecting
beyond the end.

The volt-drop in lhe lvires pushes the voltage at the
alternator up higher. The blades need lo run a litlle
faster to produce this voltage. This is not such a bad
th.ing because the blades often tend to stall in slronger
wmds, due to lhe allemator speed being too low, SO a
thinner ,,;re can help to keep them out of stall by
allowIOg them to run fasler. In fact you can often gain
power on blade efficiency whilsllosing power on
transmission losses.

Then push the other
pipe into position
behVeen them and
weld it to the same
lugs. This helps to keep the pipes concentric, and also
allows you to weld onto the pipe ,,;tbout the danger of
a weld contracting and pulling the join out ofline.
Finish by welding the pipes to each olher. The end
result is very strong and you can also attach guys to it.

•

Turbine
diameter 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

~eo.D. 4B 60 60 73 89 101
Steel guy
~mm 3 4 6 6 8 8

Where the yaw bearing calls for a smaller pipe size 3t
the top you can join them 'vitb stepped pieces of flat
bar that weld on in the same way. Or bull weld the
pipes to a central, horizontal plale ,vith a big hole
drilled in it for the ,vires to pass through, but this is
less strong.

--

On turbulent sites, fit a plug and socket to the wires at
lhe tower base and unhvistthem periodically. But on
most good sites the t,vists,,;1I build up Quite slowly
and there will be no need to worry for a few years.

Towers

v· .
The wiring inside the tower
needs to be tough and
nexible 10 withstand
movement orthe turbine
on the tower lop. I
recommend using three
single, 'tri rated', nexible
equipment wires. A
sheathed cable (\\;th three
cores) would withsland
more abrasion, but is less
able to take hundreds of twists, so overall I prefer
using three single conductors. Leave plenty of slack
wire. You can slip a large bore piece of plastic pipe
over the wires where they emerge at the bottom if it
looks as if tbey will rub on the steel. This also protects
them against being chewed by livestock. But keep it
loose and easy to see the extent of any twisting so that
you can take action if necessary.

Use 'steel wire armoured'
(swa) cable from the tower
base 10 the rectifier at the
battery sbed. The copper
conductors inside should be
as heavy as possible. You
may be able to find length of
this in scrap yards. Connect
thick wires together cheaply
and effectively by pushing them inside 30 mm of
copper pipes (small bores such as 8 or 10 mm pipe)
stripped and laid side by side, and crimping them
thoroughly. You may lvish to include U"ee branch
wires in the junction at the lower base, for short
circuiting the turbine during tower erection.

Current in the wiring to the rectifier will produce a
'volt-drop' in the wires. Here are some wire sizes (in
sq.mm) that would be suitable for 50 metre runs 'vith

% I f

If lhe dIStance IS longer than 50 metres then the w"e
should be heavier in proportion. You do not want to
waste lOO much power heating up the cable, but then
again copper is expensive, so you ",ill need to lose
some power in the wires. Choice of wire size to avoid
power loss is a compromise behveen efficiency and
cost. In some cases it will be worth accepting a larger
96 of power loss to reach a better wind site or to save on
the cost of heavy ,,;res, especially at lower voltages.

la ass 0 volta eat full I ower current:
Turbine
diameter 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200

12-V 25 50 95 95 120 120

24-V 6 10 25 25 35 35

48-V 1.5 2.5 6 6 10 10
• • •
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Connecting a pipe
to the top of the

tower

same level as the (m'.-ee base hinge. If there is a slope.
then the back anchor (see diagram below) should be up
the slope. The side anchors should be on a straight.
horizontal line through the hinge so that their tension
remains the same throughout the lifL

If in doubt, place the lower hinge a lillJe abo'·e the lioe
belween the anchors and/or a lillJe toward the lift
anchor. so that the gu}'S become tight wheo the to"-er
is vertical and become slacker when lo\\'ering.

Set out: four guy
anchors al9ned ao ass
any stope, and up and

down It.

_-----'-:.~9~U~.,anchors must bellligned wfth hinge uts

Guys shookt make
approxtmatJ!lya 4S
degree ang5e tD the

\-ertX:2t1 tDwe-

The most popular malerial for guys is sleel wire rope.
But you can also use high tensile fence wire, chain and
other things where appropriate. When I use HT fence
\\;re, I alwa)'S fit tl\'o or more strands because it can
fatigue une:<pecledly. Otherwise il is very durable and
strong.

Sleel wire rope can be cut "ith a grinder. and made
inlo eyes by il doubling back around a hard e}e or
'thimble' and l}ing tn itself with three rope grips.

At the lower base }"OU "ill Deed a hioge. I recommeDd
e.'<lending the lo"-er be>"ODd the bottom of the pipe so
as to allow any twists in the \'\iring to emerge easily. A
good solution is to make a channel out of two pieces of
angle as sho\'\'1l below.

You can make a simple
hinge at the bottum of
the channel sectiOD
USiDg a big bolt
through the channel
section. Support that
OD two more large
pieces of angle bolted
to a rock, sleeper,
concrele pad (as
above) or simply onto
a steel frame. Much
depends on grouDd
conditions but the
to,""'"fi base needs DO
'.ery substantial
foundatioD. The guy
anchors are the
importanl thing.

In fact, a simple T-piece (Doe metre of pipe or angle)
welded al righl angles to the bottom of the chanDel and
.esting on the ground against a boulder can work ,·ery
well as both a base and a hinge.

Nole thal in the sketch there is a lug welded 10 the
tower for allachment of a pipe thal "ill be al righl
angles - the 'gin pole' used for lifting the lower.

Guy anchors
In order 10 make the tower easy 10 raise and lower. }"OU
should use foor guys. Anchor them at a distance abouI
equal 10 the to"-er heighl away from the lower. Tie
heavy chain around a cross bar of pipe or sleel angle
buried in the ground or set in concrete. In some cases
\'Ou can shackle the
cIWn to rock bolts
instead Or bolt a
steel bracket to the
rock. and shackle the
chain or the gu}'S
oDlothaL

b"O of the anchors
should be on the

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk



A~ring the 9Yl/S

Do not lI). to adjust
the gu)"s until the
tower has been
erected for the first
time. During the
first erection :\0'00

can tie them on
loosely \\ith just one
grip, or use fibre
ropes to hold the
to""'r upright. Take
care that the gu)"S do
Dot become over
tensioned and break
during the lifting
operation.

page 53

~

If the tower is taIl
and there are seven!
guy I",,,,Is. then you
also need to haye
"".era/ gtI)"S from
tower to gin pole..
Attach the lifting
cable to the top end
of the gin pole. The
angle between towe.r
and gin pole must
then be less than 90
deyees. so that e'-en
,..ften the tower is
vertical the hoist still
pulls it against an)"
,\ind or random
fon:es. Use
complete~· separate
gu)"S for anchoring
the tower.

---
Do not install the Wind
turbine while erecting

the tower for the
first tflle.

12 metre tower

01
~ I

Avoid using a vehicle to
pull up the tower as this is
rather dangerous. Use a
Tirfor or similar 'rope
hoist' to raise it hy hand
easily and slo\\1r.

WINO TURBINE RECIPE BOOK NOVEMBER 2008 METRIC EomON

Fit the saddle of the rope grip to the Dye
part of the rope and the 'If bolt on the
dead end. Tbe U bolt teods to cut the
rope, so it must not be 00 the li,·e part.

r

lJlting the tQtllfr

Use a gin pole fitted to the lug at the tower base for
lift:ing and lowering the tower.

If the tower is short,. then you can Lift the tower using
one of the gu)"s passing o'·er a saddle/fork at the top of
the gin pole. Tbe gin pole ilself needs three gu)"s: one
to the tower and ODe to each side anchor. The gin pole
lug is a binge, and the guys hold it in place.

bugb@scoraiqvind.co.uk

l\1len lowering the tower ),ou can attach
the winch, then unwind the tumbuckle
completeI)', thus releasing the gu}"S on
the lift side. When making it fast again remember to
lock it so that it cannot unwind inadyertentJr. All
shackles and tumbuckles must be tightly locked
against the e!feels ofvibration.

\¥hen the to'.,.-e.r is up~ adjust and tension the guys
starting ,...ith the bottom set, wbile using a level placed
against the tower. Be aware that before }"OU tighten a
guy on one side, the opposite gur may need 10 be
slackened firsL Sight carefully along the to"..,r to
check that it is straight as )"OU .djust the upper le,'els.
The tension is not critical but the tower must not sway~
nor must the gu)"S be so tight as to sbess the structure
unnecessarily.

Use a tumbuckle to tension the guy
wire(s) easily.

Make provision for
attaching the gur to the
anchor before
detaching the hoist. A
loog chain and plentr
of shackles are useful
for this. Take the chain
around the side of the
hoist and shackle it to
the lifting guy.

.. USING AQ{AN TO
SWASS A RtPE

HOIST NlO
AnACH THE QJ'f

l:liRECTt.y TO THE
NIOtOil

IN Tt&S CASf Tl£
ANOiOR: IS Sl.NPLY
"" AOCX BOlT MO

BEIlIlOCl<
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Up lpeed ratla

The actual power coefficient of the blades depends on
the operating tip speed ratio. Here is a chart showing
how it might vary (theoretically) for a blade rotor
designed for).. = 7.

The alternator must be designed so as to absorb the
amount of power that the blades can deliver at any
given rotational speed over its operating range. The
blade tips will run best at a speed that is a certain
multiple the wind speed. At each windspeed we can
predict both: the blades' best speed of rotation, and
also the power that they should crank out (based on
what that wind offers for a blade rotor of that size).

IIIImlllr !IHIIn
I have tried to provide a wide enough range of recipes
in this book so that you will not need to desib'" your
own alternator, but you may be interested to
understand the way I have gone about designing them.

--_ _--J

Cp peaks at the design tip speed ratio but it is still
useful at lower and higher ratios. from about 5 to 9.

Above tip speed ratio 9 the blades generate a lot of
drag due to excessive speed and the wind now hils the
blades at a too fine angle of attack.

When using an alternator connected simply via a
rectifier to a battery it is not possible to keep the blades
at the ideal tip speed ratio over the full range of
windspeeds. The battery will hold the speed relatively
coostant. The best option is to compromise and cut in
at a higher rpm than the ideal, so that the tip speed
ratio becomes optimal in a mid-range windspeed, and
does not rises high enough in stronger winds when the
blades would like to be running quite fast but the
allemator speed is holding them back.

•

machine 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
de~ntlr 5 6 7 7 7 7

6.75 8.75 8.76cui in Is, 6.25 7.5 8.75
cut lQ..!2.m 300 240 210 167 140 120

Below tip speed ratio 5 the blades literally stall. The
wind strikes the leading edge at a coarse angle and fails
to follow the back curve but separates instead and
creates a lot of turbulence and drag.

When designing an alternator to match blades that
prefer to run at tip speed ratio 7. I actually try to set
the alternator speed so that the blades are running at
tip speed ratio 8.5 or more when they cut in at 3 m/s
windspeed. At around this point the wind is just
strong enough to overcome the friction in the bearings
and so forthPower = (deosity ofair)/2 x area X windspeed cubed

Density ofair is 1.2 kg per cubic metre (or close).
Ares is diameter squared x 0.785 (0.785 = 11/4)
Wiodspeed is in metres per second again.

Rpm = (blade tip speed x 60)/(diameter X 3.14)

Full power 10 m/s winds are over 3 times faster than
the cut in at 3 m/so The ideal blade rpm for full power
is therefore more than three times faster than the cut
in rpm. This is a problem because the typical speed
range of the alternator from cut in to full power is less
than double.

In a 10 m/s windspeed the turbine should reach close
to full power and the blade tips should ideally run at 70
m/so Speeds above 80 m/s tend to erode the blade
leading edges.

~
The theoretical power contained in the wind is:

Most of the blades in this book are designed to work at
a tip speed ratio 7. This means that the blades tips
should move at 7 times the windspeed. Windspeeds
for turbines arc usually expressed in metre per second.

(2.2 mph = I m/s )
A 3 m/s windspeed is suitable for starting to produce
power. In such conditions the blade tips should ideally
run at 3 x7 = 21 m/s

However it is oat physically possible to catch all of this
wind, and in reality the mechanical power that the
blades can produce is a certain percentage of this,
known as the coefficient ofperformance or Cp.

The highest possible Cp is 59.3% (known as the Betz
limit). Ifyou try to capture more wind energy than
this, theo the wind just diverts away and goes around
the wind turbine instead. Catching wind energy slows
the air down and blocks the flow.

The alternator cut in speed (rpm where it starlJ to
produce power) should match the targets above. The
way to find the alternator cut-in speed is to work out
the voltage you will get from the alternator as a
functioo of rpm. The cut in rpm is where DC output
reaches battery voltage.

Voltage induced in a wire depends on the rate of
change of magnetic flux through the coil. You can

hugh@acoraigwind.co.uk



The equation for DC voltage output therefore comes
out as follows:

DCV = (A x Bx n x rpm x 2.72/30) - 1.4

WIND TURBINE RECIPE BOOK NOVEMBER 2008 METRIC EDITION page 55

easily calculate the total flux that passes through the The DC output at the rectifier will bejust below Ibi~
coils due to the magnets, using their flux density and peak value. It is reduced by the voltage lost in th
total area. In each revolution this flux will cut the rectifier itself, which is about 1.4 volts. Thi. 10•• is a
wires twice: once entering a coil and once leaving. much more significant fraction of the total for 12-volt

systems than it is for 24 or 48-volt ones.
So the average voltage
= 2 Xtolal nux x number of turns x revolutions per second

total flux = area A sq.m x flux density B (Tesla)
turns n = turns per coils x coils in series
revolutions per second = rpm/60

So average voltage = A x B x n x rpm/30
To find Ihe number of coil turns required for a given
rpm one needs to turn this equation around thus:

Area of one magnet is 46 x 30 mm = .00138 sq.m Total series turns n = (DCV + 1.4) x tt/ (A x B x rpm)

machine 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
No. of
ma"nels 8 8 12 12 16 16
A~m .011 .011 .017 .017 .022 .022

.3 .62 .62 .628 lesla .44 .62

The flux density B depends on the way the magnets are
used. If there are magnets on both disks and the air
gap is approximately equal to the combined 'length' of
magnet (20 mm in this case), then B will be about half
ofthe'remanent flux Br' of the magnets - in fact 0.62
Tesla (or 620 milliTesla). The 1200 has only one disk.
The 1800 has two disks but only 8 magnets. These
smaJler turbines have lower flux density. Practical
measurements bear oul these assumptions.

For example 10 gel a 24-volt DC cui in for the 1200
machine then:

DCV = 24
A = .Ott
B =.3
rpm = 300

n = (24 + 1.4) x tI/(.OIl x.3 x 300)
= 280 turns (total per phase)

There are two coils in series pcr phase, each having 140
turns or so per coil.

That sums up my procedure to dccide the number of
turns pcr coil in the alternator.

Choose the largest wire size that fits the available space
to minimise that the loss of power and heating of the
stator.

Availahle space for copper depends on the size and
thickness of the stator. Thickness of the coil is a little
less than the stator because of fibreglass cloth on the
outsides. You need to work out the other dimensions
of the coils from the overall diameter of the magnet
rotor via a drawing of the stator itself. Three coils for
every four magnets works nicely. but the coil leg width
depends heavily on the spacing of the magnets.

The coil leg width is limited by the size ofcoils thal fit
next to each other. This will depend on how tightly
tbey are wound. and you have to make ao estimate of
the perceolllge of the space that you can fill with
copper. Space factors between 5596 to 60'Jli seem to be
typical although with great care you can do even benft'.

The voltages of
the three phases
combine to
increase this
average by a
factor of root(3)
or 1.73 at the
output wires......

....,

l.1J

Furthermore the peak will be higher than the average,
by a factor of 1.57 (assuming a sine wave output).

PEA~

(Average voltage is a little lower than lbe RMS value
that we commonly use to measure AC vollages.)
So the output voltage from the thee-phase winding will
peak at 2.72 times higher than the average voltage for
one phase. (2.72 = 1.73 x 1.57).

huqh@scoraigwind.co.uk
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!&i1 resistance
The resistance of the coil is important for working out
the performance ofthe alternator when it is producing
currenl Longer. thinner 'vires have more resistance
than shorter thicker ones. We already know the
thickness of the wires but we need to calculate the
length. Average length of a turn of wire:

Very thin wires waste some space with the relatively
llU1;e percentage of enamel they use. Enamel adds
about 0.06 mm 10 lhc diameter.

The cross-sectional area of copper that you can fit inlo
the coil can be calculated as follows:

Sq.mm copper = coil leg width x thickness x 0.55

machine 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
no.
mannets 8 8 12 12 16 16
rotor
diameter 230 250 300 350 400 450
coil
thickness 10 13 13 13 13 13
coil leg
width 23 28 21 30 25 32
coil area
snmm 230 364 273 390 325 416

Another trick to fit more
copper into the stator is to
use a smaller hole in the
middle of the coil. For
example a keystone shaped
hole that is smaller than
the magnets at one end can
allow you to squeeze in
more, thicker ,-.rires. The
Dux caught by the inner
turns of wire is less than it
should be, so there is a
slight drop in output
voltage.

l.

hr

Standard wire diameters
Diam. Area
mm 5q.mm American Wire Gauoe

D Metric
0.71 0.40 mm' AWG mm sqmm
0.75 0.44 mm' 21 0.72 0.41 mm'

0.8 0.50 mm' 20 0.81 0.52 mm'
0.85 0.57 mm' 19 0.91 0.65 mm'

0.9 0.64 mm' 18 1.02 0.82 mm'
0.95 0.71 mm' 17 1.15 1.04 mm'
1.00 0.79 mm' 16 1.29 1.31 mm'
1.06 0.88 mm' 15 1.45 1.65 mm'
1.12 0.99 mm' 14 1.63 2.08 mm'
1.18 1.09 mm' 13 1.83 2.62 mm'
1.25 1.23 mm' 12 2.05 3.31 mm'
1.32 1.37 mm' 11 2.31 4.17 mm'
1.40 1.54 mm' 10 2.59 5.26 mm'

1.50 1.77 mm'
1.60 2.01 mm'
1.70 2.27 mm'
1.80 2.54 mm'

In the example of the 1200 machine with 140 turns per
coil we can say the available copper area will be

Sq mm copper = 230 x 0·55 / 140 = 0.9 sq mm

There are only certain sizes of wire available so it is a
case of choosing the Dearest one. 1.06 diameter wire
works in this case.

There is a lot of Dexibility really because you cao use
slightly thicker coils or thinner coils to Dudge the coil
dimensions toward the right size to fil the stator. This
...ill bave a small effect on the clearances, or on the 'air
gap' that also affects the magnetic Dux density.

= 2 x (magnet length + magnet w;dth) + 3.14 x (ooil leg w;dth)

For example if the coil leg width is 23 mm lhen the
length of one turn will be 224 mm.

Total length of wire = coil turns x coil turn length
(example = 1.40 x 224 = 31,400 mm)

Weight of wire in a coil (g) =Iength x area x 0.009
(example = 250 grams)

Resistance (ohms) = (length / area) / 56000
(Example = 31400 / 0.88 / 56000 = .64 ohms)

This resistance depends on temperature though, so
there is no single accurate answer. This is for 20° C.
At 70' C it will be 25% higher.

Sl!I.lor resisroncg
A simplified way to consider the current in the stator is
to say that it only uses two of the three wires at any
given time, and passes through two phases in series.
In fact there will be some sharing of current at times
between all three wires, but this is hard to allow for
and secondary in magnitude. So we can estimate the
stator resisbnce:

= 2 x coils per phase x resistance per coil
(example = 2 X 2 x .64 = 2.6 ohms)

In the 12-volt stators where the coils are connected in
parallel there is a different way to calculate stator
resistance whereby you divide by the number of coils
in parallel thus:

Statorohms
= 2 x (roils in series I roils in parallel) X resistance of coil

hugh@scoraiqwind.co.uk
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Power loss = resistance x current squared

For example if the output is 200 watts and the voli;lge
is 24 volts, then current = 8·3 amps.

CurreoLandpoIQer loss ~

Current = power / voltage It is helpful to work out the heal dissipation per square
centimetre of stator surface so as to avoid burning the
stator out. The resin is a poor conductor. Look at the
places where the coil is near the surface. Exposed
surface of a coil on each side equals coil leg width x coil
turn length, so

(example = 2.6 x 8.3 x 8.3 = 180 watts loss)

In other words, at 200 watt output, our IitUe 1200 mm
diameter turbine will be losing 180 watts in its si;ltor
winding. The blades will have to produce at leasl380
watts to cover this.

R~tifier loss
There will also be some loss of power in the rectifier
due to lbe voltage dropped across the diodes. Each
diode will drop about 0.7 volts, so

rectifier loss = 1.4 x Current
(example =1.4 x 8.3 =12 watts)

Note that the rectifier loss is worst with lower system
voltages and higher currents. The stator 105s is the
same regardless of system voltage, because the
resistance is much lower in the shorter, thicker wires
of the lower voltage windings.

Efficiencu
Clearly this example is not very efficient because the
alternator needs 392 watts input to give 200 watts out.
Efficiency is therefore 200/392 = 51 %, or less when
you consider other losses.

This is however the worst case. At lower power you
will be able to show that the efficiency is much better.
(For example at 48 watts, 2 amps, losses are 13 watts.)

There 'viII also be friction in the bearings and seals to
consider, but there are no core losses (because there is
no steel in the stator), so this type of alternator is best
in low winds when you need the efficiency most.

W;IJdSjJeed
Knowing the power required to drive the alternator,
you can find out the windspeed needed. Assume th.at
the Cp is 35% which means multiplying by 0.35, so

BiJlde Power = 0.35 x (1.2/2) X area x windspeed cubed

Area is diameter squared x 0.785

Windspeed cubed = Blade power / (0.165 x wamele"')

For example = 392 / (0.165 x 1.2') = 1651

Cube root of .651 is 11.8 metres per second windspeed.
This is the rated windspeed for the t200 tuTbine.
The larger turbines in this book reach rated power at
10 or 11 rn/s.

Surface = 2 x coil leg width x coil turn length

(example in cm = 2 x 224 x 2.3 = 103 sq.cm)

Each coil will only be working 2/3 of the time
according to our approximate analysis of the current in
the si;ltor.

Loss in each coil = 2/3 x resistance x current squared

(example = 2/3 x .64 x 8.3 x 8.3 = 32 watts)

(Or you could divide the total si;ltor loss by the number
of coils instead. The an5\ver is the same.)

Dissipation in watts/sq.cm = 32/103 = 0.3 W/sq.cm

This much heat will cause a rapid temperature rise in a
bench test in the workshop, but on the top of a pole in
a good wind it is sustainable. Significantly higher
dissipation is not advisable.

,
m n

You already know the estimated cut in speed, but it's
useful to try to predict the speed at which the
alternator will produce a certain power output This
helps with predicting the blade rotor tip speed ratio
and stuff like that.

Open circuit voltage from the wind turbine (with
nothing connected) is more or less proportional to the
rpm. call this 'electro-motive force' or EMF. Actually
lbe DC EMP is not exactly proportional to rpm because
the rectifier drops the voltage down by about 1.4 volts,
but this is a minor adjustment.

If the alternator is connected to a battery, then its
actual DC output voltage is 'clamped' to the battery
voli;lge. The battery voltage is a lot more stable than
the allernator EMF. When you connect the battery to
the alternator, the battery wins. The alternator tries to
push the voli;lge higher as it speeds up more but it can
only push it up very slightly. What happens is that tbe
higher EMF of lbe alternator pushes current into tbe
battery, raising the battery voltage slightly (if the
battery is off load at the time and no current is being
used by heaV)'loads).

The significance of the EMF is that it drives the currenl
into the battery. By Ohm's law, the difference between
EMP and battery voltage, divided by the impedance of
the circuit, determines the current. Impedance is not
exactly the same as resistance but it is similar. You can
read about the differences in electricity textbooks.

hugh@scoraigwind.. co.ux
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You can calculate the ,vindspeed required to give full
power (sce earlicr example 11.8 m/s) and also a
rotational specd for full power (630 rpm). From these
it is possible la calculate a nolionaltip speed ralio at
full power and to check whether the turbine will stall
01' not.

Revs per second = ( 630 / 60 ) = 10.5 per second
Circle tmvelled by lips each rev = 1.2 X 3.14 = 3.77 m
Tip Speed =10.5 X 3.77 =39.6 m/s

Tip speed mtio is therefore = 39.6 / It.8 = 3.35

Yon can go through the same calculations but starting
with a battery voltage at 28 volts and using a lower
current to obtain 200 watts and it will give another
answer. The speed will not be much different but Ute
efficiency is beller because of the lower currenl.

But bear in mind that this is a very approximate
process, with several assumptions and simplifications.
l1tere are plenty of variables that can innucnce this
outcome, including temperatures in the coils.

200100
o

o

rpm B (DCV + 1.4) X 11/ (A X BX n)
z 55.4 X n /(.011 x.3 x 280) = 630 rpm

To find the rpm, you need to estimate the extra voltage
required to drive the desired current, add this to U,e
ballery voltage and then finally find the rpm needed to
produce this much EMF.

You want 8.3 amps out of the Iitlle 24 volt turbine used
as an example up to now. Multiply thc resistance by
1.3 to estimatc impedance giving 3.3 ohms. Add a bit
for a cable from thc turbinc to the battery, for example
50 metres of 6 sqmm cable would havc resistance
about 0.3 ohms so you Clm say thc total impcdance is
3.6 ohm. Required cxtra voltage will thus bc 3.6 x 8.3
B 30 volts. Battery voltagc is 24 volts. Total EMF ,viII
bc 54 volts.

The impedancc of lhc stator is not simply its
resistance. There is some self-inductance that causes
reactance too and the rectifier makes this vel)' difficult
to analysc concisely. Asimple rule of thumb is to
multiply the resistancc by a faclor of 1.3 to correct for
this and get a rough idca of the impedance. Thus one
can get an idca of Ute power/speed cnrve.

I'redlded output

This mtio is low but acceptable, given that Ute design
tip speed mtio for lhis little turbine is only 5.

..... ""'"

Ifyou want to get the most power from a magnet rotor
of given diameter, place many magnets close together.
Ifyou want to get the most power from a given set of
magnets, use a large rotor and place thcm far apart.
Then you have room for more copper in the coils and
you also get less leakage of nux betwccn magnets.

~ .....---

•!--"='--::--~.. .. .. -.1-_--

..
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Ifyou double the speed of the alternator, lhen you can:
• Keep the stator the same and the voltage \\~II

double. If the current is the same lhen you get
t",rice as much power that way.

I You can also double the current and gel four
limes :JS much power, with four times as much
loss, so the % efficienc)' is the same. But
cooling m:lY be an issue.

• Halve lhe number of magnets and handle the
same power with the same efficiency.

•

•

The alternator losses depend on the square of
the current, 0 an increase in voltage and
corresponding reduction in current (for a
given power oulput) cuts the losses in the
coils, saving energy and avoiding overheating.
The blades will work best at a constanllip
speed ratio which implies that the rotational
speed should change in direcl proportion 10
windspeed. Working a constanl voltage
implies working at more like a constant speed,
whereas using a converter allows you to vary
lhe a11ernalor speed more widely.

For agiven alternator at a given speed, the output
I'oltoge will depend on the turns per coil, and U,e series
parallel connections in the coils, as described earlier.
Lets keep the connections the same and just vmy the
lurns pCI' coil.

You can double the batteIJ' voltage by Ilutting more
Lurns of thinner wire into the coils to get the correct
cut in speed. You would (roughly) double lhe number
of turns in each coil. If you double the turns in;) coil
thcn YOUl11l1s\ use wire with half the cross sectional
area of copper (sq mm). The effect on the resistance of
the coil is 10 increase it fourfold (double lenglh of \\,re
and half the al'ea).

The current al U,is higher voltage will be halved.
Powcr loss in the stfltor depends on the resistrmce
times the current squnred. Current squared will drop
to 114 while resistance increases four times. So the
power loss in the stator coils is exactly the same
regardless of lhe chosen voltage.

Choice of batteIJ' voltage will not make any difference
10 U,e efficiency of the stator coils if lhe speed is
unchanged. You would gel about the same
pClfomlance from a 12-\l01t, a 24-\,01\ or a 48-volt
altemolor with the same cui in speed. (Actually the
reclifier losses would make the 12-volt option slightly
less allroeUve,)

~ 1

So far U,e assumption has been that Ihe voltage is
clamped by a battel)'. You c..ln also consider changing
Il,e operotillg voltage in rcsllonse to changes in speed
ofa given alternator. This is sometimes called
'maximum power poillt tracking' (MPPT). It's quite an
exciting avenue of wind turbine devclol>ment.

BATTERY
WIND I MPPT (FIXED

TURIlINE CONVERTER VOLTAGE)

III low winds, the alternator can only generate
relatively low voltage, whereas in high winds it has the
ability to produce much higher voltage, Connecting il
direcUy to the battel)' ha.ndicaps its efficiency by tying
illo the same voltage under all conditions. Using a
convcrter to change the voltagc, aHowing it to rise in
higher winds, has several benefits.

This book does not attempt to offer a design for such a
converter, but thcy have been built for both
commercial and homebrew turbines. The question you
could ask is whether the extra complexity, cost and
vulnerability 10 failures is justified by the extra power
obtained in this way.

The basic direct battel)'-charging design without a
converter has poor efficiency in stronger \\~nds

because of the high resistance in th stator (caused by
the need to cuI in allow rpm) and also the tendency to
stall the blades (for the same reason). But il does have
the advantage of simplicity and reliability. Reliability
is the biggest problem WiUl small \\~nd turbines,
outstripping any efficiency problems, The slowly
turning rotor blades of the direct-connected turbine
are also very quiet and suffer less wear and tear.

J:li!Jilllol1a!zf1ransmission
If the best site for the turbine is a long way from the
battel)', and the batteIJ' voltage is necessarily Iow due
to the choice of inverter, then you can wind the stator
for high voltage operation and step this down with
three transformers at U,e balleIJ'·

Make sure that the transformers are not saturated at
Iow frequency, The frequenc)' equals the number of
poles on one rotor times rpm/12o. If a transformer is
designed for 240 volts at 50 Hz for example, and the
actual frcquency is only 2S Hz, then the maximum
voltage should be 120 volts.

You may wish to use a relay to disconnect the
transfonners when the wind turbine is turning slowly
because the current they use in low windspeeds can
impede startup.

In theol)' )'ou can also change U,e t.lpS on the
trnnsfomlcr so as to vary the operating voltage in
different windspeeds achieving a crude MPPT ell t.
But it's not easy to design a circu.it thot can tell when to
make U,e changes.

It goes \vithout saying that bigh voltages ca.n be
dangerous. Make sure that all \vires are safely
insulaled and all connections are safely in grOllOded
boxes. 1like 10 fit an over-voltage trip on such systems
10 short out the turbine if it becomes unloaded,

hugh@scoraigwind.co.uk



Fudin{) - /In automatic self-prote tiv' opcr"tion that
reduces exposure to violent winds by facing the blades
roway from Ihe wind. In Ihis book thal furling motion
is produc d by 0 Int -rnJ offset of Ihe bl"d ' rotor from
the centf of yaw, -I1,e llIil and Its hinge control ~e
ynwing motion so thatlllimitB the power produellon,

Fllse - Ad vice for protecting ir uit wir s agalnsl
overload. If the current is too high 1I1e fuse melts and
bl'e"ks Ihe circuit, CUlling of Ihc current.

Groin - the fibr 's within 0 piece of wood 11101 give it
slrength, They em rge from II cut8U1fnce allln "ngie

Grill- Ihe mains eleclricity supply as provided by s
power ompany or ulility. using n 'grid tied' inverter,
you can feed power bn k inlO the grid supply,nnd you
can carn moncy by doing this,

Inuer/er - Adevice that converts DC battery power to
/lC power, similnr 10 grid power, on demllnd,

Jig· A templnle Or devicc used to correctly place the
mngnets on Ihe rOlor.

Flux - 'I'he 'sh.fl' of magn ,tism, Similllf to 'current' In
cleclricity, 11 con be visu"lised os 'Iin ' 'coming oul of
one pole lInd I'elllrning to the other. I~ux d nsily In
Tesla is the same as Webers of nux per squar' mctre,
AW-b I' of nux per second utlingnwir'gen r"t
one voll.

p"eqllcncy - '11, number of times thullIn /lC vollage
" tuully nllernates in eoeh second, M 'nsur d in ~Iertz

(11.)

Enamel/cd coppe,' wire -wire Ihflt has a clear
insulating coating ou it sO th"t il e"n be wound inlo
coils without any electric,,1 contact belwe 'n Ih turns
in th coil.

EMI' - m'clromolive force, /In other nllme for the
open-circuit voltage of ~I supply when no current is
drawn from it.

Dump lood - A hellter that is used to conlrollhe
vollage by lUking excess cUl'rcnt from thc supply,

Efficiency - In this book the word is uscd to denole Ihe
percenlage of power thut is conv 'M d by ndevice. For
example if nn aHcrnalor nbsol'bs 100 watls of
mechanical power to pl'odu 'e 50 watls of lectrlclll
power thcn il is 50% efficienl. The rest is wasted as
heal.

O"O/> - Used here IQ describe a ccrluin measurement of
Ihc shap of a windmill blade. The Irailing edge 'drop'
is marked al each station so that the blade angle is
C01'l'cct ot that stalion.

Diometer - The distance from one side of a circle lO
the other, The width of n disk righl across the middle.

Con/r'ol/er - An eleclronic box thlllswitches surplus
power aUlomatically into hcaters, Usually th 'se
operate at a certain vollngc, The conI roller adjusts the
:unount of current diveo'led to hCllt so as to pr vent the
voltage rising nbove 1I set I 'vel. DrawIng current (from
11,. battery or alternator) pulls the voltag' down,

Curl'cnl - I'Iow of charge arollnd a clrcuil of copper
wire 1I1rough a supply and nload so as to trnnsfer
energy.

CuI-ill spced - lI,e rpm allVhich the alternator slarts
to produce enough voltage to be usabl .

DC - 'dlrecl current' of positive charge - nOw8 from
positive to negative. Mainly found in bnttery circu.lts.
The term DC is also used for voltages Ihal do nol
alternate.

Broke switch - Aswitch used to short-circuit the wires
from the nllernator so Ihat the turbine stops.

ca/olyst - /I chemical used to make resin set solid,
Calalysll'eaclS wilh 'occeleralor' already pres~nt in the
resin solution 10 produce heat ond sel th' rCSIll.

cail - MagnelS passing a piece of wire will induce 0
volwg' in it bullo getll useful vollog' you need many
lums or wire wound into 0 coil. 'me turns 01'0 in 8 lies
with Meh other, and so the volwge builds up.

Airfoil (Aerofoil) - A rOS$·scct!onal shape for thc. '
blnde thal has good lift/drag ral'O so Ihat the blnde can
move fnsl through the air without wasllng power.

Air gnp - A gop in :) mflgnetic circuit where there i,s no
iron or steel. 11,e gap can be full of copper 0" plnst,c or
anylhing bUI is slill considered to b' air as far as Ihc
mago lS ure onccrncd.

Alternator - /I machine for converting m 'chanicnl
power into elcctri I powc~. MO\:ing mag~clS .in~lIcc
allernaling voltage (EM F) In slat,onary co~ls: l111s
v Ilage is proportional 10 speed. If a ~"Clut IS .
connectcd 10 these coils then alternallng currenl w,lI
now. 'l1,e allernat I' Ihen becomes harder 10 turn and
obsorbs I11cchoniclll power. while clcctricnl power is
beingg 'neral d,

Ammeter - Adevice (or measuring the current (limps)
pllssing through it.

ATH -lIIuminium trihydrale, used in powdered form
as an allernative to talcum powder for Ihickening lI,e

in mix and mod rating its rcnclion heat.

Glossa
A . 'Allcrnntingcurrcul' as produccd by Ihe
alt rnalor. 'A voltage' is alternaliag vollngc.

,c...:~~ ..!.A~W~'~N!!:D~T:!.U~R~B~'N~E:..!:R~E~C:!:'P,::E~B~O:::O::.K::....'.:.T:..:H::::.:A.::X.::'.::A.::L.::F..:L:.;U;..X.;..A.;....:LT.;....:E_R_N_A.;..T..:O;..R.;...::W.::'.::N.::D.:.M.::'.::L.::L.:.P..::LA::::.:N::;5-::..-
~o

0""9 - /I force exe~1cd I~y Ihe wind onl.n. objc'Ct. Drag
is parall '11u th • wind d" 'cloon al the object. (sec Lift)

huqh@scoraigwind,co.uk



floul' Th' wid Si pari of the blade near to the hub at
the centre of the rotor.
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Kllol - a disllll'l.H1IlCC in the grain of the woocJ in a tree
caused by lJ brunch. You should try to ovoid iflcluding
large knots as they weaken the l>lndc.

I eod;/If1 edfle' The edge of a blade thal would slrike
;n object pli.ll:cd in ilS path as the I'OIOr spil1~.

UfI- Aforce exerted b~ the ~Yil1ll. on 011 objcc~. Lift is
al right angles 10 tile wind dlrecllon at the obJecl. (scc
Drag)

toucl- nn c1cclricalluad is just sorn thing Ihlll draws
current in iI circuit. A hClller, u lump or any nppliuncc.

MOOllctic: dn;u;1 - The puthway for nux from onc I>ole
of amngnello tl\l: OUIl:I', Similur to on electric circuit,
inlhat the HIlIOUllt of nux depends on the alllount of
iron (equivalent to cupper) that curries the nux,

MOllld - A 6hnped conlilincr in which resin -'nstlngs lire
forrned. The mould e"n be dioellrded nfler lhe ensting
has Bet. or it C111l be UI;C mUIlY times,

MlIltime/r,.·" versatile clcetricllltest inSlrumenl,
lIsed 10 measure voltugc, current nnd olher
paramclcrs,

Neodymium Ut' IICO - The nicknum given to [J type of
permuncnt m~lgllcl conluinirlg the elements
nL'Odymiurn. iron and horon (Nd"oB). Very strong,
a"d gelting cheaper all L1,e time, 'l1,e strength is
Indicated by Ihe ~rade. Grade 40 I. eosl-offeelive at
this lime.

Offset, An ecccnl rie rosillon. off eenlr '.

Open d"cu;1 - A oitll"lion where a supply i. prcsent
bUl there is no circuil for current.

I'"rolle/- a eOllnection belween coils or bal.le'·i .... thul
shnre8 eurrelll belween them while lhe volluge Is the
s.nie for all of them "s for onc aloll •.

Pilase - The timing oflhe cyclieul allomnllon of vohag •
i" ucirculI. Differenl phuseB will peuk 01 different
times. Agroup of coils with the same Ilming Is known
as'u ph"se·. All of the "U.cmnlors In tbls book hnve
Ihree phases thnl follow IIch olher In un even
succession 80 th"t the oulput is 8mooth.

Palyeslel' - A type of r....in used in fibreglnss work.
AJsoBuilable for making enstings. S e also vinyl CBI r.

Power -lhe rate of d ·liv ry of energy. Can be electrical
(voltnge x Curr 'nt) Or meehallienl (speed x torque).

Ucelifier - A network of semiconductor devices
(diodes) Ihal r·direels AC eurrenls to flow onc wny
only In IJ DC circuli for eh"rging the bullery.

UeS;slance - 'O'e degree orobstruction to tbe pasBnge
of electric current in a circuit or a part of onc,
mensured in ohms (0). Equal to the voltage across an
object, divided by eurrentthrotlgh it (Obm's Law).

ROlor·/\ rolating part. Mognell'Olors ar~ the sle~1

disks carrying the mogncls past the stolor. Rotor
blades arc the 'propeller' driven by Ihe wind "nd
driving t1wlllagnct rotors.

UPM - revolutions per minute, The ItlC3$Ur' of how
fast something l'l..'Volvcs. this is important for the
beh"viollr ofbolh bllldes "lid ahernalo",.

Serics - 11 COJlllcction of oils or butteries lhot'
increases the vnltogc between th, ends of th ~ string,

Shm" circuit - An electr! al circuit conlnins npower
supply Ihal producesn voh"ge. When th slIpply is
conn~ctcd 10 a lond then currenl posses oround tll .
circuit through Iho land nnd energises il. 'flnst 'ad the
circuli is COml)ieled withoul n load (shorted) then Ih.
curr 'nlls only limitod by the resistance of the SIlPllly.
'£1'18 current is usually too high, [lnd crentes a hU7.nrd
Ihal mllsl be gu"rded aglllnst by Including fUBes in the
wiring of the Bupply. III the CDse of Ihc wind turbln "
Ihe eurrenlls limited by the pow 'r of the blades. The
short circuil overlonds the bl"d"" nnd slulls them.
bringing the wind turbil1c speed down to a crowl.

SolderinlJ' A mel.hod for m"klng eleclrlcul
tOnne 'tions by hCllting the wires with un 'Iron' nnd
lben coating 'verylhlng with mollen solder.

Stution - A point on 1110 hlude'. 8pan wher" the .hap"
is Inensurcd. Ther· {Ire several stotions ulollg lhe
blade, The shape follow8 ",rnight Iine8 b 'tw...n th m.

Slotor - An n88embly or coils embedded in a slab of
resin 10 form pa"1 of the ull malor. '111. mugn 'Is
induce Ii voltage in the el,1I8 and we enn IIBe thl voltage
10 g nerlite electrical pow"r,

Slyrene mOnOnwr -111e nilllly smelling solvenl' used
for Ih 'rcshl 80lullon (pol}'CHlcr und vinyl e81 'r resins).

Toi/- Aprojecting van' mounl don n boom at the
buck of the windmill used to ",eer illnto or out of tho
wind uutomatically.

1'ap- n tool for muking L1Jread In1lld holc8 80 you can
SerOW thillgs into th hole.

7711'''51- l'11e force of L1le wind pushing Ihe mnehlne
bneKwurdB.

Torque - Turning force. Mechanical puwer conslslB o(
boLlI 8peed nnd torque. (power ~ speed xtorqu )

Tower, 'rhe mast supporting the wlodmill,

1'rulling edge - '0,. blade edge forthe.t from the
leuding edge. 'rhe IrailJng edge is shaq"t.lt'd, 80 M to
releaso the passing air withoutlurbulenco.

hU9h@.cor~igwind,co,uk
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Yow bearing - the swivel at the top of the Inwer on
wh'ch th . d turbi· ed. Th

Wild - when the wind t:url>ine is running freeI)'
without any connecti~nIn anythi~gthen the .-oltage
can be descnbed as wild because .t ,'alios wildly. Wmd
turbine frequency also .-aries with speed of rotation
and 50 wind turbine oUlput is often descn1>ed as 'wild
AC unlike grid power that has constant frequency (say
50 Hertz) and near constant.-oltage.

Workpiece - The piece of wood or metaJ being shaped
in the worl<shop.

buqh@BcOra19W1Dd.co.uk

VO/loge - The electrical pressure from an electrical
supply ....hich is usuall)' faidy constant and has a
nominal .-alue. For example '12 .-olts DC' from a
b betw I de d'

Ver!iool axis (VAwn - a type of turbine with no Jaw
bearing because tbe blades rotate on a vertical shaft.

Vinyl ester - An ester resin that is banler In find and
mo", l!XpCIlSive than polJes1er, but bas superior
properties. It is easier In worl< with, is waterproof,
withstmds bigher temperatures, and is a better
adhesi.-e.

altery can vary eeo 11·15 vots pen IOgon I ewlO ne IS mount e ),aw bearing
whether it is discharged or charging up rapidl)'. allows the tu.rbine to face the wind.

lIST IF ISDIlSI.....EIS .,
(MOSTLY IN THE UK. 81fTMANYOPERATE WORLDWIDE)
Goods s!!.l!2!led Name and web address Phone and street address

Patrik Larsson (Sweden) Phone 0046 (0)411-306 35Magnets
~IWww.solber avind.seJ Mobile 01706-30 63 50

Ii~~"""'"~ ~netstnre.comI UKsa nets.com in CHINA iiiiO:/lWww.frene!9Y:corn.aul in Australia
h :/1Www.ma~comI in Janan. !!!!I!11Www.m~nes.hulinH~
CERMAG (UK) 94 H~ell Rd. Sheffleld. SM 8AS
h :/1Www. .co.uk! 0114 244 6136

Winding wire EC WIRE LTD UK 019241266 377
EC wire Ireland 14 Ushers Island. Dublin 8 -lel 01 671 8754.
rhlfD':lIWww.oe~s.co.ukI I 1015381 523 229

Polyester Resin ele Glasplies Fibreglass Supplies Tel 01704 540626
h :/1Www. !as ies.co.uJ<! 2 Crowtand Street, South • PR97RZ

Vmvl Ester Resin h :l1Www~lbre.co.uk! 0121 327 2360
Sleel disks E-Teq (ScoUand) Limited. Te101556612128

~:/IWww.e- .co.uk! Dumlries & Gallowav
Emsea Lld. Tel: +44 (0) 1684 299156
h :/1Www.emsea-laser.comI Uril5. Green Lane.Tewl<eslJury. GIDoGL2D 8HO

Trailer hubs Merecfoth & Eyre Limited, Tel 0161368 6414.
h JIWww.meredithand~e.co.uk! Ekoadway tnd_ Est•• Hyde. Chest*e. SK1A~

~hoists chain A P Ufti...!!9. Gear Com...l!!'.nv Tel 01384 250552
Birch plywood James Latham 0191 4694211

h :/Iwww.lathamlimber.co.uk! Nesl Rd. Fell' lod. Eslale. Gateshead
Voltage regulalnrs Sco~Wmd Eleclric email belowl 01854 633 28611 ALSO SELL INVERTERS

SoIarAccess OIf-Grid tel; +31(0)570 51 02 47
~IWww.solaraccess.nl P.O.Box 789 ; 7'OllAT DevenIerThe_

Solar Converters Inc. Canada 001 519824 5272
< •

nleLne\>
Waler healers (any voltage) TP Fay (Kirkby) Lld Tel 0870 3 50 50 58

h :/1Www.lDfav.co.uk!
Workshop tools 8.nd supplies Beal (UK) lid Tel; 0113 253 8888
DC electric and mechanical httD:i Iwww.beal.or .ukl ....Irion Mills, Church Street. Mort..... LeecIs.15Z7 SlY
Fixings (stainless threaded Screwlix Lld 0500414141
rod &a8Wll atel ~1Www.screwIix.co.uk!
Copper cable (steel wire Ball cables 8ranches all over the UK and el5ewhere
armoured. tri-raIed. etel h :/1Www.ballco.uk!
Panel ammeters h :/1Www.eltime.ro.uk! 01621 859500 Essex UK
Rectifiers. connectors. wres, Rapid Electronics Ordertine: +44 (0)1206 751166
solder, PIOO reoeptacles http://Www.rapidonline.comI PtOG .tiIl .... ' code 33-3730

Cl1N reetiflen code 47-3228
Wlrewound resislors. Famell TeI 08701 200 200
3OOwa1l1ow voltage heaters httpJluk.farnell.comI ONE.oHM HEATER CODE 111ll81S3

DIGITAL VOLTMETER CODE 1216315

• •



..1lII11lS BE OIBED FOB BlIlDIIIG THE WIIID TURBIIIES
$iZ.eS are in mm 1200\ 1800 2400 3000 3600 4200
BLADE WOOD (MINIMUM' mm

blade wood width 95 95 125 145 195 225
thickness 35 35 40 45 60 75

Totall~th 1,600 2.700 3.600 4,500 5.400 6.300
Stainless steel saews 3O@25mm 4O@l30mm 50@l30mm 6O@3Omm 60 @ SOmm 7S @ SOmmIPI.yWQOD - fractions of A very rough guide to the amount of plywood needed in different sizes for each turbine

s'.andard sheet {2.4 x 1.2m\ for all pu s indu<l' the moulds and" s.
6mm 1/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 1 1/4
9mm 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1

12mm 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1
18mm 1/4 1/2 1/2 1/2 1 1

5TEB. DISKS mm 0!'h'.onel (t.., cisl<s) (!wo_s) (twollislls) (!wo <isks) (two<isl<sJ

DIAMETER 230 I 250 300 350 400 450
THICKNESS 6 6 8 10 10 10

STEEL LENGTHS IN mm I
ANGLE 50 x 50 x 6 200 800 900 1 100 1300 1500
FlAT BAR 30 x 8 200 700 700 900

50 x 8 700 600 600 1500 1700
100 x 8 100 800 900

STEEL PIPE LENGTHS These estimates below do not allow for any tower.
I" nom. 33.4 outer 1000

1 1/4" nom. 42.3 outer 200
1 1/2" nom. 48.3 outer 1400 1700 2000 1600 1800

2" nom. 60.3 outer 340 430 530

2 1/2" nom. 73.0 or larger
thick wall i to fit inside 3- BOO 900

3" nom. B8.9 outer I 600 700

MAGNETS: 4OX30X10mm
grade N40 NdFeB
~thel0mm_ 8 B 24 24 32 32

EHAMEUEDCOPPER WIRE. 1.5ko 2.6ko. 3~ . 5'>9. . 5kO. 7ko
Toogh, fleXJble WIre for hooking up the stator and for hangIng down tower - see Installation section for mInimum sizes.
~connectors and lu . Connector blocks. Junction boxes.
Resin-cored solder wire for stator connections. PVC~ for coi~, and sleev~for connections. Cable ties.
Rectifiers. Choose bridge rectifiers rated for at least twice the current and five times the voltage. Connect in parallel if
necessary to share current. (Current can be found by dividing power by voltage.)
Use best quality PIDG crimp connectors and boil to a large aluminium heatsink (can be saap saucepans ete) using
'semiconductor mounting paste' between each rectifier and the heatsilk body.
Diecast aluminium boxes make ood enclosures and healsinks combined for 12 vall rectifiers mounted on turbines.
Flexible conduit and....9.lands can be used to make a nealE,bof~'~ '!!!y.where the stator has 9 wires out.

Resin sugplies: Polyester or Vinylester rest!. Catalyst, Filler: talcum or ATH powder,
Fibfeglass cloth loo-3OOgIsqmetres, polish or grease for mould release, Silicone sealant or other caulk. Superglue.
The estimates below are verY ~h, and I su estvou~ extra so can e~rimenlwith mixtures.
Estimated W$ht resin 700....9. 1.4 ko 1.7~ 2.3 ~ 2.5 ~ 3.2 ko
Estimated weight of powder 400....2. 7000 800 ~ 1.2 !:!l. 1.2 !:!l. 1.6 ko
BEARING HUB PCD loomm lOomm lOomm 12..§!!!!!!. l40mm ..&omm
WELDING RODS Qua!\\Y.2.5-mm or better 32-mm.JI!'neral pu se wek!i!:!Jl. electrodes for mild sleel
ANGLE GRINDER DISKS Grind~and sandSdisks.~saw disks and also hacksaw blades
Greasefor~s _ in hub and also~and tail hi~. filler for defects Inca~ and blades. PamL

Sheet lead for bala~wilints for blades. ~saw blades.~r,
Assorted bolts and nuts for fixino tailvane. rectifiers, moulds, and cod winder.

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENINGS
THREADED ROD estimated 1'.110 x 1000 1'.110 x 1500 Ml00r 1'.112 x 1500 1'.112 or 1'.114 M14 x 2000

sizes. Also nuts and washers M12x 1500 x 2000
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